




ALLGAS AND VAPOUR
Thedevelopment of gas-filled valves

By Gregor M.R. Grant

Acentwy ago this year, two British scientists,
the physicist Lord Rayleigh and the

ehernist Sir William Ramsay, announced
their discovery ofthe gas argen. In the fcl-
lowing year, Ramsay confirmed the exis-
tenceofhelium on earth and, over the next
four years with the assistance ofthe chemist
Morris Travers, successfully unveiled the
remaining inert gases in the atmosphere:
neon, krypton and xenon.
At the century's elose, another Briton,

the meteorological physicist C.T.R. wilson,
showed that electricity could ftow in a gas.
Thus, the groundwork was laid for a new
branch of the electrical industry: the tech-
nalogy of gas-fil1ed valves.
In 1901, the Arnerican inventor Peter

Cooper-Hewitt produced a mercury vapour
lamp and nine years laterthe French scientist
George Claude developed glass tubes contain-
ing a neon-helium mixture. Theyweresome
38 ft (11.58 m) long and the prototypes ofthe
near-infinite variety ofsuch tubes thatcolour
our lives today.
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Gas tubes therefore are electron tubes
containing vapour or gas at low pressure in
which an electric discharge takes place.
There are two general types. Firstly , the
cold cathode tube in which a glow dis-
charge serves to maintain a conductingpath
between the electrodes. These tubes have a
high voltage drop and low current. Hot
cathode tubes on the other hand operate
on the principle of an arc dis charge con-
ducting a current. They have a low voltage
drop and a high current.
By 1914, the American ohysicist Irving

Langmuir began to take an interest in the
developmentofgas-filled, tungsten-filament
lamps. The filaments he used were coiled
and the space areund thern contained some
mercury, which was allowed to condense and
then return to the filament area. Fed from
a UD-volt source via a series resistor, they
enabled Longmuir and his team tolook into
the lamp'soperation at high temperature. One
ear1y observation was that, duringthe many
burn-outs, an arc was created at the fila-
ment breakpoint. In the course ofthese tri-
als, Langmuir became the first scientist or
engineertoshow ' ... how a grid voltage couJd
be used to control the starring of the main
are.' IIn fact, one ofLangmuir's team sketched
aglass tube with a hot filament, separate anode
and liquid mercury cathode, thus antici-
pating the mercury arc rectifier.

The neon tube and
the thyratron
By 1922, the British radio eu-
gineer R.St.G. Anson devel-
oped the relay named after
him in which '... a neon tube was
used for signal-shaping in tele-
graph circuits.ä
Neon ia, of course, one of

the two most commonly used
inert gases, the other being
argon. Industrially, argon is
the more often used ofthe two,
largely because the only com-
mercial source of neon is the
earth's atrnosphere. Indeed,
where would our profession be
without either argon 01' - above
alJ - neon?
The neon tube is simply a

diode valve filled with low pres-
sure neon gas. Neither ofthe
electrodes is heated, but when
a potentiaJ is applied across
them thegas ionizes. The mag-
nitude ofthe potential, known
as the striking voltage, de-

I
pends on the gas pressure, the material used
fOTthe electrodes, and the surface condition
and the distance between the electrodes.
For neon, the striking voltage is around

130 V. When this potential falls to about
100 V, however, the gas deionizes. This be-
came the basis of the early time-base cir-
cuits. A simple neon time-base is shown in
Fig. 1. Capacitor Cl charges up through
variable resistor RVI and is discharged through
the neon tube when the charge equals the
tube's striking voltage. Thus, the time base
voltage amplitude 1S the difference between
the ionizing and deionizing levels, that is,
around 30 V. This is shown in Fig. 2.
The time base and the voltage under in-

vesrigation can be synchronized by applying
the voltage across R2in series with the neon
tube. In other words, a time base .is an elec-
tronic sun dial which, if'combined with a de-
lineating device, gives a graphical indica-
tion of electrical phenomena. One such de-
vice is the oscilloscope; another; the digital
signal analyser.
By 1928, however, the time base was still

an unsatisfactory circuit since its output
voltage, and hence the amount of deflection
it could provide, was smalI. Matters im-
proved immediately, however, with the in-
troduction ofthe gas-filled valve, orthyra-
tron. Its creator, Albert W. HuH, was a ver-
satile and unusual man. He had originally
graduated inGreek from Yale and taught lan-
guages for a few years before returning to his
a1ma mater to study physics. In 1921, he
published a brilliant paper on electron move-
ment between two cylindrical structures in
a magnetic field, which configuration he
termed a magnetron!
Itwas at this time, too, that hejoined the

General Electric Corporation's research Iab-
oraroty at Schenectady, New York. Here, he
followed his ear-lier work with a paper on
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Fig. 3. An AF and low-RF tlrne-base circuit employ-
ing a thyratron.
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Fig. 4. A typieal sealed ignatron.

'Hot Cathode Thyratrons' in 1928, announcing
the device itselfand, in 1933, his masterpiece,
'Thyratrons'.
Basically, tbe device was a therrnionic

valve '... fil1edat very low pressure with
mercury vapour or one ofthe inert gases ...
the characteristics of the valves being to
some extentinfluenced by the particular gas
filling.'3 These devices gave renewed impe-
tus to the use ofthe cathode ray oscilloscope
asan investigative tool'... because they pass
negligible current until a certain voltage .
1S reached, when they suddenly conduct very
freely, iudeed't, diseherging a capacitorwith
considerable speed, thus producing a rapid
flyback. This last was the result 0[' ...an in-
crease in the separation between the strik-

191
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Fig. 5.lgnatron circuit as used in spot welding.

ing and extinction potential s.f
Shortly after the thyratron's introduc-

tion, the leadingengineers ofthe day, arnong
thern Alan Blumloin, designed time-base
circuits areund it, Blumlein's 1932 British-
patented design useda large inductorin the
eherging circuit to improve charge linearity.
The frequency range of the thyratron,

however, was not all that extensive and they
proved, uJtimately, to be less effective as
time-base generators than hard valves, firstly
because oftheir relatively short.life, and sec-
ondly because oftheir inconsistent charac-
teristics.
Blumlein was the man whofirst used the

Miller effect ofa triode valve to create the
first truly linear time base. He developed it
in the early 1940s whilst workiug on an air-
borne radar system and termed it the Miller
integrator.
Another serious limitaticn ofthyratron-

based time-base circuits was theirrecovery
time from the flyback condition. This took
.. a serious fraction of the cyc1e at a few
tens ofkHz'6 and so Iimited their effective
frequency range. In fact, by the late 1950s
thyratrons were no longer used in commer-
cial oscilloscopes. Figure 3 is a good exam-
ple of a thyratron-based tirne-base circuit.

The ignatron
In 1933, the Westinghouse Corporation an-
nounced their latest development, the ig-
natron, whose general construction is shown
in Fig. 4. A pool ofmercury serves as the cath-
ode. Its potential was quickly appreciated and
by theend ofthe followi.ngyear a weldingcon-
trol system using such devices was in com-
mercial operation in the USA.
In welding operations the ignatron acts

.. asaspeciaJ form oftimingswitch,enabling
a current to pass through the metaljunction
for a specified and controlled penod.'?
The ignatron combines many of the fea-

tures ofthe mercury arc rectifier with those

IlI/P

anode (a) prlming cathode
(kpr)

trigger,tr,

Fig. 6. Circuit operation ofthe Z700U eold
eathode trigger tube.

ofthe thyratron. Likethelatter, theignatron
has a low arc voltage drop, butone combined
with a far larger curren t than can be achieved
with a thermal cathode ofthe type used in a
thyratron.
In the welding circuit afFig. 5, both ig-

natrons and their protective resistances are
shunted by metal rectifiers to prevent re-
verse current passing through thern. At
switch-on, ignatron 1 anode is positive.
Consequently, current flows from the anode
to the cathode ofignatron 2, where it divides,
the larger part passing through rectifier D2,
the remainderflowing through Ig2 and R2 as
reverse current. The major portion then con-
tinues through fuse F 2, the timingcircuit, the
water-ftow switch and fuse Fj, whereitagain
divides, the larger part passingthrough R1
and the ignatron igniter. Thus, Ig1's igniter
handles a large current pulse which fires
the main discharge. Immediately the dis-
charge is set up, the igniter is short-circuited,
so that its current is zero.
With the anode ofIgZ positive, the circuit

action is as before, but in the opposite di-
rection. Consequently, each devicefiresin turn
as lang as the ccntrol circuit is closed. Large
cur-rent pulses, alternatingin dit-ection, ftow

'2
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Fig. 7. Part 01 the ring counter circuit of an early computer.
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through the welding transfbrmer primary,
inducing even 1arger ones in the secondary.
'I'he circuit is a typical example of a non-

synchronous arrangement used in both spot
and projection welding.

Thecold cathode trigger tube
In 1936, the Bell Telephone Laboratories
announced their latest development, the
cold cathode trigger tube, an invention
of research engineer S.B. Ingrarn. A later ex-
ample ofthe device, the Z700U, is shown in
Fig.6.
The voltage applied between the anode and

cathoda is some 200 V. The priming cath-
ode, located behind the anode, 1Sconneeted
to the negative line via current-luniting re-
sistor R. Since the physieal gap between the
priming eathode and the anode is srnall,
breakdown oceurs and a current-ltmiting
discharge develops. Consequently, limited ion-
ization takes plaee.
The trigger electrode is now made posi-

tive with respect to the eathode, causing a
diseharge across the cathode-trigger gap.
This, in turn, inereases the ionization, which
reduces the anode-eathodegap striking volt-
age. The anode-cathode gap breaks down, but
the discharge within .it is maintained. The
anode current is limited by RL, and the cath-
ode-anode voltage remains constant at the
tube's maintaining voltage.
When the tube conducts, the trigger .is

redundant. The tube's glow, therefore, can
be extinguished in only two ways: firstly, by
redueing the anode current, and secondly by
bringingthe anode voltage below the main-

taining voltage. As can be seen, the device
has some facets in conunon with both the thyra-
tron and the ignatron.
Known as grid glow tubes in the UK,

they were little used prior to the second
world war. Once hostilities had broken out,
however, the demand for triggenng devices
for proximity fuses for bombs, torpedoes,
and thelike, increased almostexponentially.
The cold cathode trigger came into its own.
Later, when hostilities had ceased, thetube
found another role. It was frequently used
in the ring counter circuits in early com-
puters, an example of which is shown in
Fig.7.
By the middle ofthe 1950s, the first com-

rnercial thyristor er silicon-controlled
rectifier (SCR) was developed by the General
Electric Corporation. A decade later it had
eclipsed soft valves in many power control
applications. Nevertheless, gas-filled valves
continue to be used in the very-high-power
field.
Currently, the choice ofgas depends on the

hold-offvoltage, current handling and rate
ofrise of current 01' turn-on time. Mercury
and xenon, forexample, are used where high
currents are a prioriry, and hydrogen is the
preferred gas for high-voltage apphcations.
Hydrogen thyratrons, in fact, operate at gas
pressures ofbetween 300 and 900 rnillibar
and have very rapid turn-on times. They
can handle stand-offvoltages of50 kVand
peak currents of around 5 kA. Among their
many applicatious i8 high-power laser switch-
ing.
Ofcourse, neon, theoriginal soft-valvegas,

is still very much with us, its orange-red

ALL GAS AND VAPOUR I
glowindicating all manner ofreassuringpa-
rameters from heartbeats to hertzs, Classic
FM"' to miles per hour.
In their cen tenary year, however, the inert

gases are facing their greatest challenge:
semiconductors. SCRs, LCDs and micro-
scopic Iaser devices alreadyindicate the way
ahead. By the turn ofthe century, soft valves
may havejoined their hard counterparts as
interesting relics of a past technology.
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11
BIDIRECTIONAL RS232- TO-
CENTRONICS CONVERTER

The link between a PC and its peripherals is usually either
parallel (Centronics) or serial (RS232). In some cases, however,
it is necessary to connect the PC's parallel port to a peripheral
with aserial input, or the other way around (serial output to
parallel input). No problem with the data format converter
described here.

Design by A. Riet jens

A DMITIEDLY the demand for paral-
r1.Jel- to-serial converters is not as
high as tt used to be. now that pes are
equipped with a host of peripheral
connection options. None the less,
there are occasions when such a con-
verter Is very useful. Take, for exam-
pIe, the following sttuatton: you are
ustng a number of programs that de-
fault to the first Centronics port to
produce hard copy, whtle printer port
redirection using the MODE command
is efther not supported. Cf dtfftcult to
achteve. Unfortunately. the printer ts
in the roorn next doof. and the dis-
tanee is such that serral communica-
tion Is likely to be more reliable than
parallel communication. Another ex-
ample wou ld be a printer with a
Centronics input only, which you
would like to connect to a sertal cable,
The converter descrtbed here can

work in two directions: parallel to ser-
tal. or serial ta parallel. Unfartunately.

these conversrons can not aperate st.
multaneously, but that will rarely
cause problems.

Block diagrams
Since the present ctrcutt is bidirec-
tional [the direction bemg set with the
aid of jurnpers). it is appropr-iate to
gtve separate block diagrams for the
two directions of conversion. These di-
agrams are shown in Fig. 1.
Before describing the general struc-

ture of the circuit, a short dtscusston
on the protocols drawn up for commu-
ntcation via the CenLronics and the
RS232 ports on a PC. The Centronics
standard is based on eight databits
which are conveyed in parallel. The
sending device signals the presence of
valid and stable data by pulling the
STRaßE llne logic low. The recetvtng
device has two ways of signalling its
state. By transmiUing a BUSY srgnat.

it can infonn the sending device that it
is busy, and can not handle new data
at that particular moment. The ac-
knowledge signal. which is active low,
and usually appears at the end of the
ßUSY stgnal, is sent by the receiving
device to stgnal that a databyte has
been received correctly for processing.
Since BUSY and ACKNOWLEDGEhave
roughly the same function, many
printers supply a BUSY stgnal only lal-
though an ACK connection is available
as a secondary function).
An RS232 link has aserial data

Input and output at both ends. In ad-
dition to data lines, tt has several con-
trol lines. which allow a number of
different modes of comrnurucatton
(handshaking) to be implemented be-
tween two devices. One of these is the
XON/OFF handshaking protocol,
when the receiver transmtts a certain
character via the serial data line to tell
the sending device to continue or stop
transmitting data. Most printers, how-
ever. employ hardware handshaking. A
!ine called DTR (data terminal ready) is
actuated by the printer to stgnaj that tt
ts ready to receive data. Since the
transmission of serial bits is stopped
as soon as DTR is de-actuated, the
funcuon of this ltne may be compared
with that of BUSY on the Ccntrontcs
port. Another possibility is the RTS (r-e-
quest to send) line. An acttve level on
thts line indicates that the receiver
wants to receive data, or Is ready to do
so.
Armed with a basic knowledge

about the function of the matn stgnals
we can start to cxamine the operanon
of the converter circurt. Referring to
Fig. 1a, when parallel-to-serial con-
version is used. data enters the circult
via the Centronics converter, and is
stored in a buffer (actually a latch)
under the control of the STROBE stg-
nal furnished by the sending device. A
special integrated circutt which con-
tains a parallel-to-sertal converter and
a latch ensures that the eight received
data bits are shifted sequentially. in
the correct order. The sequence of
etght data btts is prcccdcd by astart
bit. and followed by a stap and yor a
parity btt. The block marked 'hand-
shake arranges the communication
between the two sides. The busy and
acknowledge stgnals needed for this
purpose are derivcd frorn the DTR or
the RTS control signal supplied by the
RS232 sending device. The selection
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between DTR and RTS is made by the
user.
The diagram of the serial to parallel

converter (Fig. Ib) ts virtually the mir-
rar tmage of its parallel-to-serial coun-
terpart. Serial data arriving at the
circuit are converted into parallel, wi th
the converter ustng the CTS (clear to
send) line to signal to the sendtng de-
vice that bits may be transrrütted.
When a complete serial ward is re-
ceived, the seven or eight databits con-
tained therein are conveyed. in
parallel, to a latch. Next, astrobe
pulse is issued to tell the equipment
connected to the Centronics output
that valid and stable data are available
for copying. At t.he same time, the
handshake logtc looks at the state of
the BUSY line, to see if new data may
be transmttted. Figure Ib also shows
feedback between the convertcr's out-
put and inpul. This has been added
because many RS232 ICs in PCs ap-
pear to have a buffer of tWQ bytes. This
means that the transmission of the
current byte is not stopped immedi-
ately on receipt of a 'halt" condition,
but the buffer is cleared first.
Consequently. the converter recetves
another byte. allhough it has told the
sending device to stop transmitting.
This extra byte has to be stored, be-
cause the Centronics device is not (yet)
ready to accept it. The feedback causes
the extra byte to circulate in the cori-
verter until the Ccntrontcs bus is freed
agam.
So far. so good. Although the blocks

in the dragrams in Fig. 1 would appear
to cover all funetion of the circutt, the
handshake signals do require a couple
of discrete gates and bistables to be
added.

Circuit description
The heart of the circuit shown in
Fig. 2 ts the Type COM80 I7 UART
(universal asynchronous receiver /
transmitter). which is a follow-up type
of t he now obsolete AY-3-l05D. The
COMBO17 arranges the conversion
from parallel to serial and viee versa.
These operations run under the con-
trol of a clock signal supplied by JC2, a
CD4060. The clock generator/divider
uses a 2.4576-MHz quartz erystal. The
dividers contalned in the CD4060 pro-
vide the TCP and RCP (transmitter and
receiver clock) signals for the UART.
The frequency of these signals must
equal 16 times the desired baud rate.
a.nd can be selected wit the atd of a DIP
swttch block, which connects one of
JC2·Soutputs Q3-Q8 to the UARTclock
mputs.
Another DIP switch block. S2. allows

the Iorrnat of the sertal words to be set,
The parameters are the number of
databits, lhe number of stop bits. par-
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MAIN SPECIFICATIONS

• Conversion trom parallel to serial, or serial to parallel (not simultaneously).
• Busy and acknowledge signal available for parallel input.
• Serial output programmable for crossed and non-erossed eable (or DTE/DCE
selection).

• Seleetion between RTS and DTRon serial output.
• Available baud rates: 9,600; 4,800; 2,400; 1,200,600 and 300.
• Serial data format fully configurable: number of data bits, parity bit, odd/even
parity; number of stop bits.

• On-board RS232 voltage level converter.

tty btt yes/no, and odd or even partty.
The function of each switch in the DIP
block is shown in Table 1.
The parallel data enter the circuit

via Centronics connector K], and are

fed to a bidirectional databus buffer.
ICI. Depending on the logic level ap-
plied to pin 1, this buffer copies the
data at the Centronics Input to the
COM80l7. or the other way around. At
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Fig. 1. Two block diagrams for a single circuit with two tunetions. One (a) tor parallel-to-set-
ial conversion, and one (b) tor serial-to-parallel conversion.
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IC4, IC5 ~ 74HCTOO
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~~g~u~IY~~~O:e:~:.OfIhe circuit is formed by Ica, a COMBOI7, which takes care of the data format conversion in both directions (not slmulta-

the other side cf the circuit. a spectal
Je is inserted between the sertal tnpu t
and output of the COM80l7 to take
care of the legte level conversion be-
tween the 5-V Iogjc in the converter
eireuit and the RS232 lines (whieh
carry symmetrical stgnals with a swing
between ±5 V and ±l5 V). The special
IC ts a MAX232. which contains a
ccmbtnatton of voltage doublers and
current-to-voltage converters. Outputs
T10ut and T20ut supply srgnals with a
swing of about ±lO V. Signals received
via the RS232 connectors are applied
to tbe Rlin and R2in inputs (pins 8
and 13) and converted into asymmetri-
cal 5-V levels.
When the parallel-to-serial conver-

sion is done, the serial data is avail-
able on pin 25 of IC3 (SO). After
conversion by lCs, the data then travel
to the TxD or RxD pin of connector K.t.
!he selection between these two pins
IS made with the aid of a jumper. and

UART COM8017
The COM8017 from Standard
Microsystems Corp, is a 40-pin
integrated circuit with astrang
resemblance to the familiar AY-3-1015
(produced by General Instruments
Corp., and now obsolete). The
COM8017 contains alilogic needed to
convert parallel data into serial, and
vice versa. The bleck diagram shows
the structure of the IC, wh ich contains
an input/output buffer and associated
shift register, two blocks of logic that
serve to arrange the flow of data
traffic, a contral register and a status
register. Although the structure of the
IC allows simultaneaus two-direction
data traffic Ifull or half-duplex using
two virtually separate 'channels'), this
feature is not used in the present
circuit, since situations requiring
simultaneous data format conversion
are few and far between.
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BlDlRECTIONAL RS232-TO-CENTRONICS CONVERTER

SERIAL TO PARALLEL CONVERSION
,
:.-- NORMAL CYCLE -----1.~,

, ,, ,
'<II4f--- LONG BUSY LOOP ------..: :.-- RETURN TO NORMAL~:, ,
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RIS/DTR
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ACK

so

PARALLEL TO SERIAL CONVERSION

RTS/OTR HANDSHAKE

930134 ·13

930134-12

Fig.3. These timing diagrams should help to elucldate the rather complex operation of the circuit.

depends on the type of serial cable ap-
phed. and the type of equipment con-
nected. The postnon '1' jumpers will
typically be fitted near the RS232 con-
nector when the equipment ts of the
DCE type, while position '2' is used
with DTE types, which includes most
prtnters. The options for handshaking
with the serial equipment are DTR and
RTS. Select one of these in accordance
with the requirements of the equ ip-
mcn t you wish to connect. The user
manual will usually provide thts infor-
maüon.
Serial data to be converted irrte par-

allel are applied to the converter via
connector K3, In this mode, the con-
verter behaves like DCE (data commu-
nication equipment). which is based
on the assumption that a computer ts
oonnected. After the level conversion
in ICa, the data travel to the se rtal
input of IC3 (ptn 20), The parallel data
available after tho conversion is fed
out to outputs RDI-RD8, This byte is
then conveyed to connector K2 via
buffer IC]. K2 then forms the Centren-
ics output of U1e converter, and may
be used to hook up a printer with a
standard Centronics input. The feed-
back loop indicated in the block dia-
gram is realised by a simple
connection between the output buffer
(RDI-RD8) and the Input buffer (DBI-
DB9) oflC3,
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Handshaking

The circuit diagram shows a number of
jumpers that can be fitted in two post-
tions. With the jumpers fitted as
shown in the circuit diagram, the con-
verter functions as a parallel-to-sertal
converter. Signals 'busy and 'acknowl-
cdgc' enable the converter to provide
tts current state information to the
equtpmen t connected to Kl, The busy
stgnal Is fairly simple to generate. RTS
or DTR ts active on K4 tf the se rial
equipment is ready to receive data. If
the TMBT output of IC3 is also high
(transmitter buffer ernptyf. NAND IC4
pulls the busy line legte low. This level
is also used to enable a small network.
D1-C]-RTR.t, to derive the acknowl-
edge (ACK)pulse, which appears as a
logtc 0 after the negative-going edge of
the bU5Y signal. The 0 tndtcates that
the converter has received and
processed data. Next. if new data ap-
pears on the Centronics bus, the
equipment connected to K1 will supply
astrobe pulse to signal that valid data
is available for loading into the con-
verter. This pulse is fed to the DS input
of IC3, which responds by loading the
data into its input buffer. Next, the
data 1S converted into sertal format,
and conveyed to the RS232 rcociver.
During the converston. TBMT Is low
(and, consequently, busy is high),

which means that the converter is not
ready to receive new data. Onee the se-
rtal data converter is no langer capable
of handling the mcorntng datastrearn,
it puIls DTR or RTS low, which also re-
sults in a 'high' busy lirie.
The other way around is 'serial-tn.

parallel-out', A jumper ts used to re-
verse the clirection ofbuffer ICI (via the
logic level applied to pin 1), The ac-
knowledge stgnal is dtsconnected from
Kl, The strobe line is turned into an
Input, and the busy line into an out-
put.
As 500n as IC3 detects a negative-

going pulse transition (falling edge) at
tts sertal input (caused by data arrtv-
ing from K3), the IC first checks tf thts
ts a start pulse by measurrng the
length of the pulse, The falling edge
also puIls the DAV(data available) out-
put of the COM80 17 low. This is
achieved with the aid of the RDAV\
input. Also, S-R (set-reset) bistable
IC7b 1S set, which is done to inform the
serial transmitter, via the CTS line, to
stop transmitting after the current
byte. After the converston, the parallel
data are available in the output buffer
(provided the 'old data were sent cor-
rectly). The presence of this new data
is indicated by the DAV output going
high, The DAVoutput cIocks bistables
IC6a• IC6b and IC7a. Two Re networks.
Rs-C4 and R9-C5, turn the two btsta-



COMPUTERS.AND MICROPROCESSORS

o 0 I

, Fig. 4. .Track layout and component mounting plan ot the printed circuit board designed tor the converter.

bles in IC6 into a monostable. If the for the receiver. output connectors are located at one
equipment connected to K2 is not Finally, the ctrcutt has areset key, side of the board, while the serial con-
busy, IC6bwill generate astrobe pulse, S3, which is useful when the comrnu- nectors are arranged side-by-side on
and the available datais copied to the nication stalls owing toa transmission the other side. All connectors are types
Centronics equipment connected to fault. Pressing this key results in IC7a with straight solder pins to enable the
the converter. Next, IC7a and IC7ben- and IC7bbeing reset. cables to be connected from the top

- --su-re thaCfne'RS'2"32-transmifteds.iii=-----Th-e-drcuif 15'best powered Tiy an ,- side ofthe-bö':ird.'Fifffn.!Ct1ie'-partS"ün-
formed, via the CTS line, that new data external mains adaptor with an output to the board should not present prob-
may be transmitted. If the busy line voltage of 8-15 V d.c. Regulator ICg lems. IC sockets may be used if you
was still high, the D input of IC6b is provides the 5-V supply voltage for the are less confident of your soldering
held at 0, and no strobe pulse is gener- circuit. The current consumption of skills. The reset press-key is also fitted
ated. IC6a applies a pulse to the OS the converter is about 100 mA. directly on to the board. The completed
input of IC3. This causes the received board fits exactly into the enclosure
byte to be sent from the serial output Construction mentioned in the parts Iist, although
to the sertal input via IC4band IC4c'At c1earances have to be cut for the four
the end of this sequence, a DAVsignal The printed circuit board for the con- connectors, the two DIP switches, the
is generated to ensure that the byte is verter (Fig. 4) is designed such that all press-key and the mains adaptor
'circulated' again if the receiver is still components are accommodated on a socket. If you use the enclosure men-
busy. Else, astrobe pulse is generated single board. The parallel input and tioned in the parts list. the voltage reg-
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COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
Rl;R2;R4;R8;R9;Rl0;R13 ~ 10kQ
R3;R6;R12 ~ lkQ
R5 ~ lMQ
R7 ~ 8-way 10kQ SIL array
Rll ~ 5-way 10kQ SIL array

Capacitors:
Cl;C7;C14-C21 = 100nF
C2 = 27pF
C3 = 39pF
C4;C5 = lnF
C6;C13 = 100~F 16V
C8-C12 = 10~F 25V radial

Semiconductors:
Dl = lN4148
ICl = 74HCT245
IC2 = 4060
IC3 = COM8017
IC4;IC5 = 74HCTOO
IC6;IC7 = 74HCT7 4
IC8 = MAX232
IC9 = 7805

Miscellaneous:
Kl = 36-way Centronics socket; PCB
mount; straight pins
K2 = 25-way sub-D socket; PCB mount;
straight pins
K3 = 9-way sub-D socket; PCB mount;
straight pins
K4 = 9-way sub-D plug; PCB mount;
straight pins
K5 = two solder pins
Sl = 6-way DIP switch
S2 = 5-way DIP switeh
S3 = Digitast press-key, 12 mm wide
eap (ITI/Cannon Switehesl
Xl = 2.4576 MHz quartz erystal
1 pinheader 2x6 pins
5 SIL pinheaders, 3 pins
1 Pactec HPkit enclosure; approx.
92x146x28mm
1 printed eireuit board 930134 (see
page 701

ulator has to be fitted at the solder
side of the board - clse. it protrudes
too far above the board {seeFig. 5).
The circuit can not be taken into

use before you have fitted the jurnpers
in the appropriate positions. The five
3-pin pes headers at the centre of the
peB must all be set to postnon "A' or
'B' (A = parallcl-to-scrtal: B = serial-to-
parallel). Further, there are six pin
combinations next to K4that are used
to seleet the lines used für the sertal
output. Fit two jumpers in the '1' post-
tions tf the connection is a 'real' DTE-
to-DCE link ü.e.. the device connected
to the sertal output of the converter is
a DCE), and a non-crossed connection
cable is used. The jumpers are fitted in
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Fig. 5. Unconventionally, voltage regulator leg is fitted at the solder side of the board if the
plastic enclosure mentioned in the parta ust ls used.

jumpers at side A: parallel-to-serlalo 0 0 0 0A
00000
o 0 0 0 OB jumpers at side B: serial-to-parallel

S2:
switch open closed c:::::.
parity even odd

{
c:::::.

number of +1 +0 c:::::.bits 7 5 c:::::.
parity bit none yes c:::::.
stop bits 2 1 •

ce M C\I r-..
t:: I: c I:
'0.. '0.. '0.. '0..
t:: c: I: I:
000 0

~ ~ ~ ~ @ ~
I I I I I I
000000
000000
I I I I I I

Sl:

300Bd c:::::.
600Bd c:::::.

only one 1200Bd c:::::.
switch
closed:

2400Bd c:::::.
4800Bd c:::::.
9600Bd c:::::. •

5: ~~ ~
.!: .!:
~ ~
.!: I:

;;; ci:
~ ti

930134 - T1

Table 1. Settings of jumpers and DIP switches on the board.

positions '0' if the connection is of the
DTE-to-DTE type wtth a non-erossec
cable, or a DTE-to-DCE type with a
crossed cable. or a so-called zero-
modem. The enclosure may be closed
after fitttng the jumpers. The baudrate
and the serial data format may be set
wtth the aid of lhe DIP swilches.

Should the serial pertpheral equip-
ment have a 25-way D-connector, thts
may be fitted wilh a 9-to-25-pin adap-
tor. •



24 CM FM AMATEUR TELEVISION
TRANSMITTER

This article describes a simple 'sure-fire' FM ATV transmitter
which uses surface mount technology throughout. It also
outlines how a typical amateur TV station operates, and how to
receive either signals direct from an amateur, or via a repeater.

By Tim Forrester G4WIM

FOR some radio amateurs (and most
probably the general public at

large), the ability to communicate wtth
other people at a distance has lost
much of its mystic, possibly due to the
sophisticated communications infra-
structure most of the modern world
now possesses, and the availability of
high performance radio equipment for
amateur use. However, for most peo-
ple, these communications are usually
1imited to speech Cf fax, with possible
use of slow scan TV still images by ll-

censed radio amateurs.
One field where tt is still possible for

amateurs to experiment and bu ild
their own equtpmen t is that of fast
scan televtston. Few visitors (hcensed
or not) to a harn radio shack equipped
with television equipment fall to be en-
thralled by the ability to talk and see
the person 'at the other end', even ir
lhe other station is only a couple of
miles away.
Building up an ATV station does not

have to be time consuming or expen-

sive, especially as many households
al ready have a camcorder and a satel-
lite TV recetver. They only require a
suitable transrnttter and aerial to
transmit pictures (an amateur radio lt-
cence 1Salso obviously necessaryl).

A brief background to
amateur TV
Radio amateurs have been expert-
menting wtth fast scan TV (normal
broadcast field and line rates) for
many years. but due to ltcence and
other techrucal restrietions exper-t-
ments were usually conducLed on the
435 MHz (70 cm) band. The bandwtdth
available to amateurs on 70 cm is re-
strtcted, wh ich means tt ts only posst-
ble to use amplitude modulation (AM)
with colour transmissions just being
possible with careful filtering of the
transnuttcr output. The use of ATV re-
peaters in this band ts certainly not
possiblet
However. many radio amateurs use

435 MHz AM vcstrgtal sideband TV
successfully for lang distance one-to-
one contacts, often over hundreds of
miles when propagation conditions are
favourable.
Recently, wtth the advent of cheap

satellite TV receivers which cover the
1.3-GHz amateur band. the possibility
of high quality FM TV (colour and
sound) has been made possible for
many amateurs who previously would
have thought that operatton at such a
high frequency would present too
many problems. But perhaps more im-
portantly, the 1.3-GHz band with its
greater bandwidth has meant that ATV
repeaters are able to be ltcensed.
For those of you who would like

more information about amateur TV
generally. I suggest joining the British
Amateur Television Club (BATCl, they
can be contacted at 5 Ware Orchard ,
Barby. Near Rugby, Warwickshire
CV23 8UF, VHFCommunications at the
same address as the BATC also fre-
quently publishes ATV related pro-
jects.

Choosing a suitable
satellite TVtuner
Probably thc best way to start discov-
ering what amateur TV (ATV) is all
about ts to acquire a suitable recerver.
The problem is with so many different
models and standards, wh at sort to
choosc. I would not necessarily reCOI11-
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mend dashing off to Dixons and buy-
ing the latest ht-tech offering from
Japan!
As many satellite viewers regularly

upgrade their equipment. It is best to
try and search out a second-hand unil
which can be modified if necessary.
This is the approach most 24-cm ATV
beginnere lend to take. Often the small
ads in the Iocal paper contain suitable
tuners which can be modtfted. At the
moment there is a glut of BSE untts
some of them brand new. going for
under 5:20. The problem is that they
were destgned for D2MAC which uses
slightly different prc-cmphasts and
digital sound, so unless you are pre-
pared to spend some time and money
modifying them for PALand building a
sound demodulator, I suggest looking
for more basic equipment.
The follawing ts a ltst of tuners

which are known to work weIl with lit-
tle or no modifieation. There are many
more types whieh eould wark equally
weil. bu t unfortunately it ts beyond the
scope of this arttele to gtve a eomplete
list. Achat with your loeal ATV techni-
cal expert will probably put you on the
rtgh t track.

Make Model

Nokla SATJ600
Nokia SATJ700
PACE PRD800
PACE PRD900
BUSH SMIOOO

Amateur TV repeaters
The rnam advantage of a repcatcr is
that everyone can see (and hear) every-
one else, even if they are using low
power from a poor locatton with no-
body else within 'srmplex' (one-way)
range. Obviously, the better stted
(htgherl the repeater, the greater the
coverage and number of viewers it rs
likely to have.
The ATV repeater GB3MV. for in-

stance, covers the town of
Northampton and surrounding vil-
lages. Several stations use powers of
less than 50 mW at distances of more
than 12 miles away to access the re-
peater with notse-Free pictures. The re-
peater itsell runs 10 watts output into
an omni-directional 'Alford' slot aerial
whtch is also used on receive (simulta-
neously!) by means of careful filtering.
Stations running such low power

are able to access the repeater by
virtue of its very low-riotse (sensitive)
receiver and aptimized FM demodula-
tor.
There are now a number of acuve

repeaters throughout the country,
with more becoming operative every
year. Typically. they are left on air 24
hours a day transmitting test cards
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Callsign Channel Location Notes

GB3CT RT2 Crawley
GB3ET RTS Emley Moor
GB3GT RT2 Glasgow
GB3GV RT2 Leicester
GB3HV RT3 High Wyeombe
GB3LO RT2R Lowestoft
GB3MV RT2R Northampton
GB3NV RT2 Nottingham
GB3PV RT2 Cambridge
GB3RT RT2 Coventry
GB3TG RT103 Milton Keynes
GB3TN RT2R Fakenham
GB3TT RT2R Chesterfield
GB3TV RT2 Dunstable
GB3UD RT2 Stake an Trent
GB3UT RT1 Bath Non-operational
GB3VI RT? Hastings Non-operational pending change

to FM
GB3VR RT2 Worthing
GB3XT RT103 Burton on Trent
GB3ZZ RT2 Bristol

ATV repeater channel frequencies

Channel Input freq. Output freq. Mode

RT1 1276 MHz 1311.5 MHz AM
RT2 1249 MHz 1318.5 MHz FM
RT2R 1249 MHz 1316 MHz FM
RT3 1248 MHz 1308 MHz FM
RT101 10200 MHz 10040 MHz FM
RT102 10255 MHz 10150 MHz FM
RT103 10250 MHz 10150 MHz FM

labia 1. Mam data on ATV repeaters In the UK.

Phase Detector
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Filter <pk------l

*
* 3.9062SkHz

* All Part of U3
8MHz

Ref ose
&

Divider

Fig.1. Block schematic of the ATV transmitter.



RADIO AND TELEVISION

when not actually betng used as a re-
peater. The test card in beacon mode
serves as a useful signal for people
wishing to aim their antennas and
align receivers. The test card 'pages
contain the usual eolour bars and
often text carrying Ioeal amateur radio
news and techntcal details about the
repeater. Every few minutes the re-
peaters also identtfy themselves in CW
(morse code) on the audio channel.
The presence of a video stgnal on

the repeaters input will resu1t in the
repeater becoming acuve and relaytng
the signal betng received. In most

cases, there is 00 need for tone access
as with voice repeaters.
Table 1 gtves a list of 1.3 GHz

(24 cm) repeaters in the UK along with
their channel numbers (apologies if
any of the data below Is out of date by
the time this arlicle is published).
Recently, to increase the coverage

area of ATVrepeaters, plans are being
formulated to link one repeater to an-
other usmg potnt-to-pornt microwave
links. Indeed, GB3TG is already linked
to GB31V via 10 GHz (3 cm], and there
are plans to link GB3MV to GB31V via
GB3TG on possibly 2.3 GHz (13 cm].

Design of a 24-cm ATV
transmitter

Due to the availability of satellite re-
cetvers, getting going on recetve is usu-
ally the first step towards operating on
TV and normally presents few prob-
lems. Havtng successfully received
some amateur signals. viewers more
often than not want to start transmit-
ting as weIl! The problem is how to
construct an effective transmitter,
given the inherent problems of 1.3GHz
construction.
One of the major hurdles with any
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1.3-GHz destgn is consistency. i.e .. en-
suring that any copy of the destgn is
built exactly the same. even down to
componenl lead lengths. hetght above
the PCB, etc. Other problems are the
frequency stability and power output
- both must be adequate to ensure a
notse free picture irrte the repeater.
Dealing with the problem of compo-

nents first, this design is totally SUT-

face mount. That means all the
components are soldered directly to
the board with pre-set lead lengths
and at a pre-determined hetght above
the PCB.
This tcchnique ensures a high de-

gree of repeatability, and, as a bonus.
a compact. easily portable unit for
'outside broadcast' use!
Obviously. a free-running oscillator

at 1.3 GHz is going to drift, but as the
receiver bandwidth is typically
15 MHz. that is not too much of a
problem. This transmttter. though, is a
fairly powerful compact design. and
the heat dissipated by other parts of
the circuit could lead to unacceptable
amounts of frequency drift. Therefore.
a simple phase locked loop (PLL)is in-
cluded to maintain frequency stability
- more on the design of the loop later.
If operators do not mind the occasional
re-tune ofthe transmitter frequency. tt
is possible to leave out the PLLctrcutts
and install a potentiometer to set the
operating frequency. This approach
makes for a unit costing approximately
.f:30 less than for the complete device.
Of course, the PLLctrcutt could always
be added at a later date.
RF power gain at 1.3 GHz can be

difficult to achieve (and expensive)
using individual components.
Fortunately these days it is possible to
buy RF power amplifiers wh ich come
in the form of modules offering guar-
anteed performance. Thetr cost is con-
siderably less than buying the
individual parts. and there are no
alignment problems.
The inclusion of the sound circuitry

is very simple. based upon well proven
techniques, and does not merit much
description. It. too. uses surface
mount parts for the sake of consis-
tency and ease of mounting the PCB.
Other destgns have been published
which use more complex audio ctrcutts
and sub-carrier oscillators, but it has
been found that this simple crrcurt is
perfectly adequate for working simplex
and Into the repeater. GB3MV actually
uses a more complex arrangement to
peak-limit the devtatton and matntatn
the sub-carrier frequency to ttghter
limits.
As mentioned above, 70-cm ATV

has traditionally used amplitude mod-
ulation (AM)which means that all the
modulation stages and subsequent
amplifiers had to be linear tf pictu re
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distornon was to be avotded.
On 24 cm. frequency modulation

(FM) Is alm ost universally used. FM of-
Iers several advantages over AM for TV
work. and few disadvantages. Perhaps
the major advantage is that RF ampli-
Iiers can operate in class C, t.e .. a n011-
linear. but high efficiency mode. Also,
a properly designed FM TV receiver
can exhibit a much better picture
quality for a lower RF signal to noise
ratio at the receiver input. These two
reasons alone explain why FM is used
for satellite 'IV broadcasting, and why
amateurs have adopted similar tech-
niques and standards.
Broadly speaking, any FMTV trans-

mitter comprises the same basic
stages, as follows:

(1) RF oscillator, either on frequency or
multiplied to final frequency:

(2) Pre-emphasized FM modulator.
usually associated with (1) above:

(3) Frequency maintaining phase
locked loop:

(4) Sound amplifier and sub-carrter
oscillaror:

(5) RF power amplifiers.

As can be seen from the bleck diagram
in Fig. 1, the present destgn follows
the basic principles outlined above.
The ctrcurt ts gtven in detail in

Ftg. 2. The RF oscillator is lormed by
T2 running directly at 1.3 GHz.
Varicap diode D3 is uscd ta modulate
the osctllators frequency with both
baseband video and the 6-MHz sound
sub-carrier. In conjunction with the
PLL circutte it also maintains the de-
sired mean frequency.
As FM nolso rtses wtth frequency. a

better overall system signal to noise
ratio can be achieved by boosting (pre-
emphasising) the high frequency video
signal. and then using de-emphasis at
the receiver to res tore the desired f1at
frequency rcsponsc - the same princi-
pie as used on terrestrial FM radio.
In this destgn. the components be-

tween J3 and R26 perform pre-empha-
sis to CCIR 405. a widely used
broadcast standard. Preset R26 sets
the total video deviation.
lntegrated circuits VB and Us am-

plify the low-Ievel stgnal from T2 up to
about 2 watts output.
The transmtttcr RF output is turned

on by applying bias to Us via a switch
on J2. The PLL ia Ieft running all the
time power is applied to the untt.
Clr'cuit U2 is a the sound pre-ampli-

Her and pre-emphasis crrcutt. with Tl
being a frequency-modulated 6-MHz
oscilIator. The exact frequency and
level of the sound sub-carrier is set by
C20 anel R12 respectively.
The PLL used in thts destgn is very

basic and uses only two ICs, U3 and
u7. There is no Ioop Inter opamp.
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Instead, the output of U3 is used di-
rectly to drive the loop filter whose out-
put (via R30) controls the mean vottage
on D3. and thus the oscillator fre-
quency. R1 and RB are in se rtes purely
to make the PCS layout easier:
U7 15 used as a Iixed divide-by-128

prescaler to bring the output of T2
down to within range of U3. The refer-
ence frequency of U3 Ior use with its
internal phase detector is 8 MHz dt-
vtded by 2048. giving a reference of
3.90625 kHz. This results in a channel
step of 500 kHz at 1.3 GHz when it is
effeclively multiplied by 128 with U7.
For good quality pictures, the over-

all frequency response of a 1V trans-
mitter ideally would be from OC to
approximately 5.5 MHz. Usually. the
high frequencies are not too much of a
problem, provided care is taken with
the destgn. However, when using a PLL
which tries to maintain the nominal
carrier frequency. if the PLL band-
width is too great. it can effectively
strip off any low frequency compo-
nents. Therefore. to ensure the PLL
cannot attenuate or distort the Iow fre-
quency frame sync pulses, It must
have a Ioop bandwidth of less than
50 Hz. The design presented here has
a loop bandwidth of about 30 Hz, eas-
ily low enough to ensure adequate low
frequency response.
A side effect of using a low loop

baridwidt.h with a bastc destgn like this
is the PLL lock time. Typically, the PLL
could take several hundreds of mil-
liseconcls to acquire lock from switch
on. That is why in this destgn the PLL
is kept 'alive' all the time. and the
transmitter turned on by applying bias
to the PA. This technique offers the
beneüt of having a Iow-Ievel signal pre-
sent for ptcture alignment purposes
before actually going 'on-atr.
The low loop band bandwidth of

30 Hz also makes it very easy to alten-
uate any traces of the 3.90625 kHz ref-
erence frequency, which may
otherwise leak through into the signal
path, and modulate the transmtsston.
By varying the divide ratto in U3. it

ts posstble to program any other fre-
quency in the band to aresolution of
500 kHz. With a jumper (or switch)
across Js, the transmitter will operate
on 1249 MHz. lhe most popular re-
peater input frequency. Due to spreads
in XI, C23 and C3B• the reference oscil-
lator may not be exactly on 8 MHz. and
may result in a shght frequency offset
of up to 100 kHz ~ not a problem with
a 15-MHz recerver bandwidth! If de-
sired, C23 could be trimmed to ensure
operation on exactly 1249MHz.
Leaving J5 open-ctrcutt results in

the transmitter operating on
1265 MHz for simplex operation. All
the 'N' programming inputs to U3 have
internal pull up resistors. so its qutte
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Fig. 3. Artwork tor the double-sided tibreglass printed circuit board designed tor the trans-
mitter.
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in order to leave J5 open-ctrcuit.

Construction
Virtually all the parts used in this de-
stgn are readily available surface
mount types. however there are a few
parts which are normally leaded. Xl,
U1 and U3 require converting to sur-
face mount, casüy achteved by forming
the leads to fit the pads on the peB.
Generally , the use of surface mount

parts throughout makes installing the
PCE into a case very easy with no need
for special spacers etc. Additionally. by
fastening the peB directly down to the
case, a good earth ts ensured between
the pes ground plane, RF power am-
plifier module and the case. This. in
turn, leads to a more reprodueible de-
stgn with less chance of RF instability
due to circulating earth currents.
The PCB is designed to fit into a

standard diecast box approximately
120 x 95 x 3.5 cm (4.75 x 3.75 x 1.4
inch). If continuous operation is envis-
aged. an additional heatsink is reCOIl1-
mended. Figure 4 shows how the PCS
and controls are arranged.
In certarn crtttcal areas operating at

1.3 GHz, ATC capacttors are used. I
would not recommend ustng any other
manufacturer, otherwise the ctrcutts
may not operate as mtended.
Building the unit up is very easy,

providing a small-üpped iron, a pair of
tweezers and ftne gauge (32SWG or
similar) solder are used. It ts recom-
mended that a11 passive parts are
loaded flrst. followed by the semicon-
ductors, leave fitting the RF power arn-
plifier till last when the unit has been
tested and 1S ready to be finally in-
stalled in its case.
Enaurc that when loading polarized

components (especially diodes and ca-
pacitors) they are fitted the correct way
around. An obvious statement. but
when using surface mount compo-
nents it is sometimes difficult to Iden-
ttfy which end is which. Figure 3
shows the Jocauon of a1l parts on the
Pf.B. and identifies the polarity of
diodes and electrclyüc capacitors by
means of a bar. So, with reference to
the ctrcutt diagram in Fig. 2 it is pos-
sible to determine the correct orienta-
tton.
While building the untt. take care to

inspect each joint as Its made. Then , tf
possible, be fore applying power, wash
the PCB in a suitable solvent and then
check a11thc joints agam. Care in con-
struction will save many hours of
faultfinding and possibly damaged
components.

Testing
It is assumed that constructors have
no suttable 1.3-GHz test equiprnent,
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Fig. 4. Internal view of the author's prototype. Note how the PA module is bolted to the bot-
tom of the enclosure and the heatsink on the back.

but do have a satellit.e receiver, a
source of cornpostte video and a DVM
or htgb-tmpedance multimeter.
The first step IS to ensure that the

PLL is operating and holding the Ire-
quency on 1249 MHz. Make sure that
J5 is in place. then apply power.
Monitor the volrage at the j unction of
RiOand R30. Next, adjust C13 until the
voltage reading Is approximately 4 V.
Remove the trimming tool after each
adjustment as stray capacitance from
the trimming tool will often affect the
oscillator's free-running frequency and
hence the required control voltage
from the PLL.
Remove the link. so programming

the PLL for 1265 MHz, and note that
the voltage inereases to something less
than 7.5 V, If all is weil, replace the
link and tune the satellite receiver to
1249 MHz. A blank raster or similar
should be Oll the screen.
A small aertal (even a piece of wire

would suffice) connected to the soleier
spot for pin 1 of U5 may be necessary
to ensure an adequate signal for the
satellite TV tuner, but take care not to
overload the receiver.
Set both R'2 and R26 fully countcr-

clockwise. Next, apply a video stgnal to
J3. Gradually turn R26 clockwise until
a ptcturc ts seen with a good balance
between contrast and grey scale.
Ideally. use a pattern generator as a
source of video.
Connect an electret nucrophone to

J4. and set R20 mid-way. Make sure
that the satellite tuner sound ehannel
Is set for 6 MHz. While watehing the
picture, turn Rl2 until a sHght pattern-
ing can be seen. then reduce it until it
just becomes invisible. Adjust C20 for
maximum quteting on the sound chan-
neI combined with best audio qualit.y.
Following the above procedure

should be sufflcient to get the unit op-
erating. but some of the settings may
require fine adjustment 'on an-' when
working a more distant station.
Having completed the preltmtnary low
power alignment, insta1l the Pf.B Into
tts case and solder the RF power am-
plifier in place, along with the RF out-
put cable and other connections. With
reference to the photograph in Fig. 4,
note the use of copper tape under the
PA module and peB to aid RF earth-
tng.
If an RF ou tpu L power meter or

dummy load is available. connect it to
the RF output, and with an ammeter
in se ries with the ma in supply, turn
the urut on and key the transmitter on
by linking J2. The total current drawn
should be just under J A, and the RF
output power approximately 2 W.
Standby current should be about
75 mA.
Connecting the unit to an aertal is

all that is required to go 'on air'.
I would reeommend the use of a

G3JVL quad loop yagt aerial. as this
particular design offers excellent gatn
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and, perhaps more importantly, ade-
quate bandwidth to cover both re-
peater Input and output frequencies.
The destgner of this antenna, Mike
Walters G3JVL. can be contacted at 26
Fernhurst Close. Hayling lsland,
Hants. PO 11 ODT.
Orten two aerials are used. one for

transmit and one for receive. Ir they
are placed sufficiently far apart n. is
usually possible to run 'Iook through
on a repeater without any additional
filtering.

ATV operation
Ideally all amateurs aiming to use ATV
should try to run 'look through when
operating through a repeater. Running
'Iook through' offers several advan-
tages, probably the most important
being able altgn and adjust your signal
through the repeater for best effect.
Secondly, if any one else wishes to use
the repeater, he or she can usually be
seen to cause patterning. Etiquette
normally decrees that the present user
drop out and let the other station oper-
atc!
One of the unusual aspects of ATV

Is that when astation is on air, other
people (usually unlicensed) often get in
on the act and find themselves being
televised and sometimes having a ccn-

versation with the person on the re-
ceiving end! lt seems to be an unwrn-
ten rule that this ts pernusstble,
providing the license holder ts present
to monitor procecdings. On thts basrs
ATV can get the whole famüy involved
in the hobby!
For those stations watching but not

able to transmit. talkback usually
takes place on 144.750 MHz 01'

144.725 MHz. so offering full duplex
operation of sound.
NOTE If all of the above has goLyou

Ilred-u p and keen to disconnect the
satellite tuner from the LNB and fit a
23cm aertal in its place. a word of cau-
tion. The d.c. power for LNB units is
sent up the coax. That is OK if you are
planning to fit a mast head preamp.
and power it in the same manner as
the LNB. but if your tuner has suffi-
eiern sensitivity or you live elose to the
repeater and decide you don't need a
prc-amp. then be careful to either dis-
connect the OC feed inside lhe tuner.
or use an aertal which is a DC open
cn-cutt.
Otherwtse you stand a chance of

shorttng out the LNB power feed. If it is
not cur-rent-Itrutted. you could do some
darnage. Some tuners however have an
LNB fuse. in whtch case it is just a
matter of removing the fuse when
usmg an external acrtal which is a

short to d.c.

Conclusion
In an article such as this it is impossi-
ble to cover and explatn all the vartou s
aspects of ATV operation, but tt 1S
hoped that a little light has been shed
on the subject for those readers who
have never heard of amateur TV.
Television is a very technical field

and much more demanding in terms of
equipment performance and operation
than. say. voice commu ntcation.
However. because of these problems.
the rewards for success are that much
greater and weIl worth the effort.
Well that's about it, hope to SEE

you soon! •

A high-quality printed eircuit board for
the 24em ATV transmitter is available
from the author. For priee and ordering
information, write to T. Forrester, 24
Corran Close, Dallington, Northampton
NN5 7Al. The author also supplies
some of special eomponents used in
this project. Two suggested sources for
the M67715 are Electronic Microwave
Components (EMC) Ud. (0376) 561116,
and Misubishi Semiconductor Division
(0707) 276100.
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MINI PREAMPLIFIER
Design by T. Giesberts

The two major properties of the design described are simplicity
and quality. Simplicity is achieved by omitting such

superfluous facilities as tone control, mono-stereo selection,
rumble filters, noise filters, and so on. Such measures also

improve the quality, which may be further enhanced by the use
of the best available components

~e changes that have taken place in
.1 the audto world over the past decade
are reflected in design philosophy. In the
past there were two clear camps in audio
engtneenng: one that advocated full con-
tral of frequency. the use of various fil-
ters, and so on, and the otherwhich wanted
the minimum of controls. Nowadays. what
is the use of a 33/78 Input and a rumble
filter in the absence of arecord player?
Why have a notse filter when avatlable
signal sources da not produce noise? And
what is the use of a mono-stereo selec-
tor? Moreover. the quality of current stg
nal sources and the recording qualtty of
compact discs surely make tone ccntrol.

and equalizers superfluous?
When all these facthues are ornttted.

what is left? Only the basic functions:
input selection, volume control, balance
control, and perhaps aseparate selector
for record out. These functions require
relattvely few components and that is an
aspect that audio purists have always
seen as a great plus point. After a11,what
is not there can not cause noise 01' dis-
tortion.

The design
Figure 1 shows that the omissions dis-
cussed earlier result in a Iairly simple ctr-

cuit. The input signals enter via phono
sockets KI-Kl2' Each of the Inputs is in-
dividually terminated by R1-RI2' Switch
SI selects the record out signal. which is
applied to output sockets KJ3 and Kl4via
R13and R14.Switch 52 functtons as the
standard input selector.
The signals at poles A and B ofS2 (left-

hand and rtght-hand channels respect-
ively) are applied to a further terminat-
ing reststor, Rl5 (RI6).The overall terrnt-
nating tmpedance of the selected input
has the standard value of 471ill. The sig-
nals are then applied to a buffer stage,
rc] and IC2,whfch ts arranged as a unity
gain amplifier. Since the NE5534 is not
tnherenüy unity gain stable. a compen-
sation capacitor. Cl (C2),is connected be-
tween ptns 5 and 8 .
The output of the buffer is applied to

a voltage amplifier, IC3 [IC4) via balance
control PI and volume control P2'The arn-
plification of IC3 [IC4) is set to x5.5 with
the aid of R22-R23[R25-R26)'This ensures
that in spite of the lasses in the balance
control a nominal output level of 1 V is
obtained with an input of 250 mV.
The outputs oflC3 and IC4are applied

to output sockets K15and KI6 respect-
ively via contacls ofrelay Rej . Delay stage
TI arranges for the relay to be energized
a few seconds after the supply has been
switched on. This ensures that any switch-
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the mini preamplifier.
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Fig. 2. General view 01 the (nearly completed) mini preamplilier.
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Fig. 3. Circuit diagram 01 the power supply lor the mini preamplilier.
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Fig. 4. The THD characteristic leaves little to be desired,
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on noise is kept away Irom the outputs.
On-off indication is given by D3-R30'
The destgn ofthe power supply follows

the same philosophy as the amplifier: no
complicated circuits where simple olles
will da. Circuits ICs and lC6 are voltage
regulators. The delay stage dertves tts own
supply directly from the secondary of the
mains transform ervia D4. D5. R31. C20.

Enhancement measures
Quality starts wtth the constituent com-
ponents. For example, there are many
types of phono input socket available. but
for best results only gold-plated ones will
da. Good-quality rotary switches are also
a must. but these can prove difficult to
obtain. The type of potentiometer used
for the balance and volume controls has
a very real influence on the quality of the
amplifier. Agam. for best results. use a
top quality type, such as Alps. Capacitors
C3and C4should preferably be MKTtypes.
but MKP ones will do as well. Note. how-
ever, that the pnnted circuit board (see
Fig. 5) can cope with less expensive types
of passive components as weIl.
There is a wide choice of tnregrated ctr-

cutts as shown in the parts list. This does
not mean that the NE5534 used in the
prototype is not a satisfactory choice, but
there are other, more expensive. types
that may meet an individual need better.
It should, however. be borne inmind that
a more expensive device does not always
provide better aural quality.
Of course, there are different yard-

sncks for the buffer and the amplifier. For
the buffer. low notsc and a high input im-
pedance are prtme requirements, whereas
for the amphfier a good garn-bandwrdth
product and a low output impedance are
important. The slew rate reflects much
about the quality ofan opamp, but its im-
portance in top-quality audio equipment
must not be exaggerated: other parameters
may be just as important.
Since few people will be able to try ou t

all the operational amplifiers in the parts
list, the au thor's recornmendations are
the SSM2131 for IC, and IC2 (U1eOPA627
rs also excellent. but perhaps rather ex-
pensive for th is application) and the
OPA637 für IC3and IC4. In the Iatter case,
the LTI028 and OP37 are good second
choices. Bear in mind thatall types which
are not unity gain stable requlre special
compensation when they are used as buffers,
This compensation varies from one type
to another and ts not always wholly sat.-
isfactory. It ts. therefore. best if the rec-
ommended type is not used to choose an-
other that is unity gatn stable, Compensanng
capacttors Cl and C2 should be omitted
when uruty gam stable types are used.

Construction
Before construction is started, cut or saw
the printed circuit board in Fig. 5 into
four along the hnes indtcated. Populating
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the four constituent boards should prove
straightforward.
lnterconnect E. F. G '-", 0 and '+' on

the supply board and the amplifier board
wtth appropriate lengths of flexible cir-
cuit wire.
Sandwich the other two boards together

with the aid of spacers as shown in Fig. 7
and interconnect them with short lengths
of bare wire. The interconnections be-
tween the boards near K13and Kl4 ts via
Rl3 and R14.Note that resistors Rj-RI2
are soldered directly to the terminals of
the phono sockets. When the sandwtch

has been completed. connect A. B, and
C, D to the arnplifier board via two short
lengths of screened cable.
Connect the outputs of the amplifier

board to output sockets Kl5 and K16via
two lengths of screened cable.
The boards can then be built tnto a

suttable enc1osure. It ts the intention that
the sandwiched boards are mounted on
the Inside rear panel and that the spin-
dles of the rotary switehes are extended
to the front panel-see Fig. 8. A suggested
front panel suitable for a number of en-
closures is shown in Fig. 6. It should not

prove diffieult to adapt this to a particu-
lar enclosure.

Some parameters
• The input sensttivtty is 250 mV tnto
47 kQ for an output of 1V into 100 n.

• Channel separation ts 82 dB at 1 kHz.
• Noise suppression and total harmornc
dtstortton (THD)are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig_5 (a), Prinled circuil board (componenllayoul) tor Ihe mini prearnplltier,
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POWEIl TAPE SELfeT SOURCE ssuct BALANCE VOLUME
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Fig. 6. Suggested Iront panel layout (not to scale). There is no ready-made loil available.

Fig. 5 (b). Printed circuit board (track layout) lor the mini preamplilier.
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Fig. 6. Suggested front panel layout (not to scale). There is no ready-made foil available.
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Parts list
Resistors:
RI-RI2. R15•RI6 = 100 kQ
R13.RI4 = 1 kQ
R17•R19. R30= 2.2 kQ
R18' R20= 680 Q
R21.R24= 270 kQ
R22•R25= 221 Q. 1%
R23.R26= I kQ. 1%
R27.R28= 100 Q
R29= 6.8 MQ
R31= 180 Q

Potentiometers:
PI = 10 kQ, linear, stereo
P2= 10 kQ. Iogartthrmc. stereo

Capacitors:
CI. C2=22 pF
C3. C4 = 10 ~F. MKT (polytherephtalate)
C5=4.7~F.63V
C6-C13= 100 nF
C14•CI5 = 10 ~lF.25 V
C16.CI7 = 470 ~F. 40 V
C18.CI9 = 220 nF
C20= 100 ~F. 40 V
C21-C24= 47 nf', ceramte

Semiconductors:
°1.°2 = lN4l48
03= LEO. 3mm
04. D5 = IN4003
BI = B80Cl500
TI = BC517

Integrated circuits:
lCI-lC4 = See text:

NE5534 (bipolar)
SSM2131 (FET)
SSM2134 (bipolar)
OP27 (bipolar):
OP37 (bipolar
OPA627 (FET)
OPA637 (FET)
LTl028 (bipolar)
LTll15 (bipolar)
TLE2027 (bipolar)
TLE2037 (bipolar)
AD743 (FET)
AD745 (FET)
LTl 007 (bipolar)
LTl037 (btpolar)
LM627 (bipolar)
LM637 (bipolar)

lC5 = 7815
lC6 = 7915

Miscellaneous:
KI-KI6 = phono socket for board
mounting

K17=2-way terminal block. pitch 7.5 mm
SI. S2 = 2-pole. 6-position rotary switch
far board mounttng

Re. = 12 Vminiaturerelaywilh 2 change-
over contacts for board maunting

Tri = mains transformer, secondary
zxrs V. 3.3 VA

Enclosu re as appropnate
Mains socket for pariel mounting
Mains on Zoff stwtch
PCB Ref. 930106 (see p. 70)
Front panel fotl (Not available ready made)

Fig. 7. The print lor the sockets and that lor the rotary switches are assembled into a
'sandwich' with the aid 01 suitable spacers.

• •1

Fig. 8. The spindies 01 51 and 52 must be extended to protrude through the Iront panel.
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COPYBIT ELIMINATOR
By H.J. Schaake

This article describes an inexpensive and straightforward
circuit for eliminating the copybit from a digital S/PDIF* audio
signal. It enables any existing or future digital audio-signal
source to be copied digitally time after time after time to any

other digital audio recording system. In other words, with it one
can copy (digitally) one's own musical work many times without
degradation by the Serial Copy Management System-SCMS.

Qver the past fewyears. more and more
digital audio recordtng apparatus has

becomeavailable: first, the DAT(DigitalAudio
Tape} recorder which was soon followed
by DCC (DigitalCompact Cassette) and Mini-
Disc equipment. Ta meet the music tndustry's
demand that copying of propnetary record-
tngs (tapes, CDs, etc) should be difficult
(in view of the menace of pirate copytngl ,
manufacturers of corrunercial digital record-
ing equipment build in thetr apparatus a
su bsystem that enables making a digital
copy once only. No further digital copies
can be made from that copy, only ana-
logue ones. This copy inhibit system is
called Serial Copy Management System
(SCMS). The system works wtth the aid of
a btt. called the copy prohtbtt btt. which
is contained in the serial digital audto sig
nal. This ts. of course, an excellent protective
measure for the music industry, but it
creates difficulties when one wants to
make digital copies of one's private work.
It is interesting to note, by the way. that

most professional apparatus is not equrpped
with SeMS: such equipment thus makes
unlimited digital copying possible.
It is clear that where the rtghts of the

musreal recording(s) are privately owned,
there can be no objection tomaking as many
digital copies as needed. For such cases,
the ctrcun described may be butlt tnto the
digital recorder to eliminate the copy pro-
hibit btt.

The SjPDIF signal
The S/PDIF provides a serial stngle-ltne
connection in one direction for trans-
porttng a digital stereo audio signal wtth
associated sub-cedes and error detection.
The connection may be by coaxial or op-
tical fibre cable.
Since it is a one-way serial connection

and the recetve ctrcutt must 'know' where
.each btt begins and ends. the stgnal must
contain a clock. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
this ts achteved by biphase mark encod-

*Sony /Philips Digital Interface Format-the consumer version ofthe AES/EBU
standard. This standard was devised by the Amertcan Audio Engineering Society
and the European Broadcasting Union to define the signal format. electrtcal char-
acteristics and connectors to be used for digital Interfaces between professional
audio products.[Editorj

WARNING. The ctrcuit descrfbed in
thts article IS Intended solely for the
recordtng. processing and copying of
private musreal work. The Editor and
Pubhshers disclaim all responsibility
for tts use that infrtnges any
copynght vested in commercial
compact discs and (digital) cassettes,

ingofall data. A' I' is coded as a whole square-
wave period (T -x: I/bitrate) and a '0' as a
half square-wave period (T = 2/bitrate).
Typical of this method is that at each and
every bit edge a change oflevel takes place.
This means that a spectal phase-locked
loop-PLL---circuit can dertve a bitrate
synchronous clock from the signal, At the
same time, itis, of course, useful if the re-
ceive circuit knows what each bit repre-
sents. 15 it a sub-code bit? And. if so,
which? Or is it an audio bit? If so, is it an
MSB, and LSB. orin between?To give an-
swers to such questions, the biphase cod-
ing protocol is suitably annotated at the
first four bits of every 32-bit subframe.
Figure 2 shows the fonmat ofa subframe.

Bits 0-3 form a preamble that may have
one of three different forms : X, Y or Z-
seeFig. 3. AnX-preamble is the beginntng
ofsubframe A and a Y-preamble the be-
gtnntngof'subframe B-;;eeFig. 4. Together,
subfrarnes A and B form a frame ofwhich
192 are contatned in a block. The start of
a block is marked by making subframeAO
bcgtn wtth a Z-preamble instead of the
usual X-preamble,
Bits 8-27 are 20 audto bits with lhe

LSB as first bit. Bits 4-7 are either auxil-
iary data such as speech or four addi-
tional audio bits. Bit 28 is a validity bit that
indicates whether the audto sampIe in the
subframe is suitable for converston to an
analogue audio stgnal. Bit 31 is used as
an even-parity check, that Is, a simple
error detection. Bits 29 and 30 are com-
ponents of the subcode data. The sub-
code is transmitted by one bit per frame
in Channel Aas weil as in Channel B. The
192 bits transmitted In each block form a
complete subcode block that is repeated
every 192 frames.
Bit29 is used as userctata block.lthas

no tixed deftmtton and may be used freely

Biphase-Mark Encoding

(2tlmes b;~:~~~!! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! ! ! t
-ri.Lrr

! 1 j 0 : 0 i 0 i 1 i 1
Biphase-Mark hH H ri ri

Data ~U _W W WJ-
;10:11:0 0:11:0 1:0 1:

9311098·11

Fig. 1. Before their transmission, digital
data are converted into abiphase format.
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Sub-frame Format

Sub-frame

I" 'I
Bit 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7.!!8....::9 2:ö6!;2::..!.,728293031

IPreamble I Aux Data IlSB Audio Data MSB~

us~;'~~:~=-r J J
Channel Status Data

Parity Bit
930098-12

Fig. 2. Format 01 a sub-Irame

Preamble Forms

Preamble X JTLJli, , , , ,

ffüft1, , , , ,
:11:10:01:00:, , , , ,

nuLl:· .· .· .
:1 1:10:10:0 0:

Preamble Y

Preamble Z

Preambles

Bfphase Patterns Channel

X 11100010 or 00011101 Ch. A

V 11100100 or 00011011 Ch.B

Z 11101000 or 00010111 Ch. A & C.S. Block Start

930098·13

Fig. 3. The preamble 01 a sub-Irame may
have one of three forms which indicate
the start 01a channel and a block.

can be copied dtgttally onee. However.
once the copybit has been deaetuated, the
generation status bit plays no role.
The present circuit checks whether the

copybit is set (legte 0) or not (Iogic I). If It
is 0, it is made I; butifitis 1already. noth-
ing happens. lt is of interest to know that
the copybit needs to be altered only once.
From then on. any digital reeording can
be copied again and agajn by anybody on
anyequipment.

Block schematic and timing
diagram
The block sehematte 1Sgtven in Fig. 6 and
thetimingdiagram in Fig. 7. TheS/PDIF
sfgnal is applied to RXlN.The input selector,
operated by the ON/OFF or UNLKsignal
determines whether the S/PDIF signal ts
applied to the ctrcutt or not. The clock de-
rtved from the S/PDIF stgnal by the mother
equipment is set on to the FCK line. The
clock frequency Is twiee the bit rate and
shifts all biphase-coded bits into an S-bit
shift register. Those eight bits enable the

Frame I Block Format

Preambles+~---+~-~.- -
<; X Channel A Y Channel B Z Channel A Y Channel B X I Channel A Y IChannel B I X '<,
.J

Sub-frame I Sub-frame

J

"T

Frame 191 Frame 0 Frame 1

Start 01 Channel Status Block 930098-14

Fig. 4. Acomplete block is composed 01 192 Irames,
each of which consists of a sub-frame A and a sub-frame B_

by the manufacturer for any applicatton.
Bit 30 is responsible for the channel sta-
tus block. Note that channel status blocks
A and Bare identical.
The S/PDIF signal has a channel sta-

tus block with consumer forrnat: Fig. 5
shows what the bits represent. For the
present purposes only bit 2 ofbyte O. the
copybit, ts ofimportance. Strtctly speak-
Ing. so is bit 7 ofbyte 1. since this indicates
the generanon status. It ts used to ensure
that a private analogue recordtng on DAT

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS FEßRUARY 1994

preambledeteclorto tdenüfy all X>, Y-and
Z-preambles. As soon as preamble Z [QZ)
is detected, the preamble counter is reset
and twoY-preambles [QY)and twoX-pre-
ambles (QX)are counted down, because
the copybit is located in bil 30 of sub-
frames2Aand2B. Havingarrivedat sub-
frame 2A, the preamble counter starts the
bit counter by making the BCE srgnal
logic high. Thereupon, the bit counter
eounts 52 clock pertods and then makes
the CopyControlBit [CCB)high forone clock

COPYßlT ELIMINATOR

period. A clock pertod later, the Partty
Control Bit [PCB) is made high for one
clock perrod in an identical manner. Stncc
the copybit is contatned in both channels.
the CCB and the PCB in subframe 2B are
also made high for one clock period in the
manner described. Note that the CCB is
high durtng the 'second half ofthe copy-
bit, whereas the PCB is highdunng the 'first
half of the panty bit. The exact location
ofthe copybitin both ChannelAand Channel
Bis now known. The function ofthe CCB
and the PCBwill be reverted to later.
Register 1funetions as a D-type bistable

with inverted input and delays the
S/PDIF Signal by one clock period. Ifthe
output of Regrster 1 isdenoted DEL, then
in Boolean algebra:

DEL = SPDIFIN>

Register 2 also functions as a D-type
bistable but with selective legte at the D
Input. Whether the copybit ts setornot may
be ascertained from Input stgnals SPDIFIN.
CCB and DEL. In Boolean algebra:

NCA= SPDIFIN . DEL· CCB
+ SPDIFIN> . DEL> . CCB

Remember: the copybit Is set when it is °
(legte low)and a 0 coded in biphase results
in a half period ofa rectangularwaveform
with T = 2/bit rate. The FCK clock fre-
queney amounts to twice the bit rate. For-
example. in the top signal, SPDIFIN, in
Fig. 8. Case !o[A). itis clear that the copy-
bit Itndtcated by C) has not been set be-
cause its first half is low and the second
half is high. In other words, it ts a whole
period of a reetangular waveform wtth
T::::1/bit rate and that corresponds to 1
üogtc high).
As mentioned before, the CCB ts high

during the second half of the copybit. At
that Instant, DELrepresents the inverted
level ofthe first half and S/PDIF the sec-
ond half. The first half is compared with
the second half ofthe biphase-coded copy-
bit: since the halves are not tdenücal, out-
put NCA of Register 2 be comes high a
clock perrod later. NCAbeing high means
that the eopybit was not set.
The block Port in Fig. 6 is a port with-

out a regtster funetion. It is the last and
most important link which ensures that
the copybit is c1eared if itwas set; the par-
ity bit ts then also corrected. Figure 8
shows all possible combinations of the
biphase coded copybit/paIity bit section
thatmayoccurin theSPDlFlN mput sig-
nal, and the result at the Port output
SPDIFOUT.The combinatoIialli.mction that
arranges this is in Boolean algebra:

SPDIFOUT = SPDIFIN . ceB> . PCB
+ DEL· CCB + DEL> . peB . NC1\>
+ SPDIFIN . pes· NCA

From a destgn point ofview. itwould be
neaterifPort were a registerfunctton. be-
cau se theoretically glitches may artse dur-
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ing Ihe active edges of the clock in the
rruddle ofthe copybit and partty btt of each
subframe 2A and 2B. In the prototype. no
glitches were detected. Even if they had been.
theywould not have mattered much. be-
causethe S/PDrF receive circuit reacts to
the signal between two active FCK edges,
since that ts taken to be more stable.
The SPDIFOUT stgnal from which the

copybithas been eliminated is applied via
the output selector to RXOU. from where
it is passed directly to the S/PDIF input
of a DCC or DAT recorder.
Since there is no regtsrer in the entire

S/PDIF path and the copybit eliminator
board Is built into the mether equipment
(but see 'Buüding inIater on), there is 00
addtttonal Pl.Lrequired to derive the FCK
signal. This arrangernent saves a lot of
ctrcuttry. There is also no need far an ad-
ditional powersupply. because the power
drain is so srnall that the rnother equjp-
ment can supply It.
Ta guarantee sure starttng ofthe receive

PLL,an additional swttch input has been
provided: UNLK.This provides the RXPLL
signal that Is found in all equipmentwith
an SjPDIF receive ctrcutt. lt Indtcates
whether the PLLgenerates a bit rate syn-
chronous clock. Ifthis ts not so. the UNLK

SUBFRAME 0'

Consumer Channel Status Block Structure block
bit

I •
byte

•
bit .....

I 0 3 6 72 4 5

PRO o I Audio I Copy I Emphasis Mode 7
Category Code L 1

Source Num. channet Num. 2
F. I Clock Acc. I Reserved 3

5
3
1

;, =:2 ....

3 ....

"4 ....

5 ....
6 ....
7 ....
6 -e-
9 ....
10 ....
11 ....

12 ....
13 ....
14 -e-
15 ....
16 ....
17 ....
16 ....
19 ....
0 ...., ....
2 ....
3 ....L- -"'9'

39

Reserved

930096-15

Fig. 5. The significance 01 the bits in the data block.

SUBFRAME SUBFRAME0B SUBFRAME ,.
r r r r tl r r t I r I1 tl r t r r r 111 t I i I1I1111111I1 1111I111I1111111111111111 1111I1I11111 i 1I1111111111
IPREAM8LEZl848s 826827 V U C piPREAM8LEYI84 8S 826827 V U C piPREAM8LEXI84 6S 626627 V U C piPREAM8LEYIB4 85.co,",..nILn.0 n n n n r1 n n n ru--uuuu----u-u n n n n r1 n n n %~ ~uu u~ u ~ ~ ~ ~uu u~ u ~ ~

~ ~ n ~ . ~
ox / / IL-.../. /

/ / / /.
% n % % n %ov / I L-.../. / I L-.../
% % % ~

oz~ "-j "-j "-j

% % % ~
SSCR "-j lL3 lL3 lL3ffi{ STATE 6->0 ~ STATE~ STATE1'->2 ~ STATE~s r= / I~ L--/. !~

5 % ~ rl/ ~
~ a6~ "-j % ~
~ ~ % ~ ~
~ aA~ "-j ~ "-j

g: ~ ~ % %
6CE"-j "-j "-j "-j

% % % ~
a' ~/_----------+-----------~~/-----------+-----------~~/-----------+---- ~~/ / / Z

~ % ~ ~
a1 ~/~----------+-----------~/-----------+----------_%/-----------+----------~/

~ % % ~
a' ~~/_----------+-----------~~/----------_+-----------~~/----------_+---- ~~/ / / Z

~ ~ ~ ~a' :~-----------+-----------/~/-----------+-----------/~/-----------+ ~~
~ ~ ~ ~a. //_----------+-----------~/----------_+----------_'l/----------_+----------~/
~ % % ~

a' ~~~----------+-----------~~/-----------+-----------~~/-----------+---- ~~
% % % ~

'~------------~~/-----------+-----------~~/-----------+-----------~~/-----------+----------~~% % % ~
Fe6 ~ : ~ : ~ ~

IpREAM8LEZIB485 ~626B27 V U C P!PREAMBLEVIB4B5 ~826827 V U C P!PREAMBLEXIB4B5 %826627 V U C !PREAMBLEVr848S ~

SPDIFIN~n nnnn nn nru--uuuu----u-un nnnn nn n~

~

~l........JL.JL.JL.J~L.Jl........J~ I ~~l........JL.JL.JL.J~L.Jl........J,-%~

DEL~ ' ~ • ~

~n~~ : ;::~' :;::
DELLJUU~ ~

~ : z : ~ : ~
NCA ~ : "-j : ~ : ~

/ / / ' Z
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SPDIFOUT~ ~
930098-17L

Fig. 7. This extensive timing diagram clarities the
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BLOCKDIAGRAM

!;CK

~ I'"'"'I IV I 4"G",," I '"I SELECT I SPOIFINI
11BIT SHIFT REGISTER , I

~ 1&1~1;;IEI*li* ~ OEL- •
I Ebl:'~·",'I b;l aeoerea ~ 'CA•~ • PREAMBLE X.Y & Z

PORT~ O€TECTOR Z COUNTER SPOIFIN 2•

h 1"" cca

<"fiXOi:iI- J OUTPUT ~ y, V kC8 CC8I SELECT I
COU:ER IPCB

>C,

I '-

§
-V "OB

JIND~~:~ON ..cA
RECI P

:f~~~~ " : SPOIF INPUT COPV81T ASSERTEO I NOT ASSERTEOF-+ oa SPOIF OUTPUT COPY81T ASSERTEO I NOT ASSERTEO.t- 930098·16

Fig. 6. Block diagram 01the copybit eliminator

signal is assumed to be lowand the copy-
blt eltnunator is then temporarily by-
passed. As soon as UNLKbecomes high,

the PLLis locked. When stgnal ONOFF is
low,the S/PDIF slgnal is applied 10 the elim-
tnator and filtering commences

16
COPYBIT
ASSERTEO 26

COPVBIT NOT
ASSERTED SUBFRAMESUBFRAME 2. SUBFRAME

COPYBIT ELIMINATOR

Copy indication is a copybit monitor-
ing function which drives two LEDs. The
input LED ts on if a set copybtt is present
in the Input signal. The output LED is on
if a set copybit is present in the output stg-
nal. Norrnally. when the eltmtnator ts op-
eraung. the input LED ts on and the out-
pu ILED is off.

The circuit
The LED indications are only true du ring
recording and It is. therefore, necessary
to take the record indication line from the
mother equipment and connect this to
REC/P. The LEDs can light only when
REC/P is high.
All signals required for proper opera-

tion of the circuit pass via K!: the umbil-
ical cord to the mother equtpment.
Ctrcutt lo. is a GAL/PALType 16V8,while

IC2may for many readers be an unfarnil-
iar legte burldtng block: Type MACH110
from AMD.The MACHXXXts a new fam-
ily whose members function somewhere
between a PALand an FPGA/ EPLD/ gate
array. The MACHI 10 is roughly equiva-
lenl to 3x a 22VlO GALwtth an integral
separately prograrnmable connection ma-
trix.

3.
111111111111 i 111111111111 111111111111 i 111111111111 111111111111 i 1111111 [1111 1111111111111

~26 ~ ;, ~ C"P~MBL~X~ B5 r1: 826821 V U C PiPREAM8lE VI84 85 /. 826 B27 V U C PiPREAM8LE Xj84 85 /. IPREAM8lE ZlS4 85

~U UUUl! LJU U~
::: : n::: : ::: : n:::z 'I~ ' / 'IL-...Z~-----

~ ~ n ~ ~/. / I L-..../. /
~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~
/ ,; ,; ,;

~ ~ ~ ~~--------
~ STATE 3-->4 ~ STATE0 STATE 5->6 ~

;( L3 I ;( L3~----_~ ~ ~ rl/~-----~ L3 ~ ~::: rl/ -/ ~
~ ~ ~ ~;( rl/. ~ ;:::
~ ~ : % L3~-----
§ g~~-----
;( .-/~ ~ ~ ...;.., ~ ~ ~ ' ;(
::: 1% U U U:U U U ~, _
,; /., /. ' F

~ %11 ril 11 %11 n II %/. 0 ~ :~ ~r-' ~ :~ c.......z:------
~ ::::----, : ,------,::::----' : ,------, ~
/. /. ~ L-..../. L.-----.l.J L........./~-----% ~; ~ : %
~ ~ ~ % ~ %~-----% ~! L-/~!~
::::: ~: L3 : L3~-----% ~: % : %% ~ n: ~ n: ~
,; ,; ,; ,;

::: ::: n: ::: n: :::
/. / •• ' / •• I /

/ I / I / I /~26 ~ ~ ~ c: ~M8L~ X~ 85 ~ B26 B2T V U C P PREAMBLE vlB4 95 % 826827 V U C P PREAM8LE XI84 85 % 826827 V U C pi

~U u u Lr q LJU U~

~~~0JUUUl
~ n nnnh r+t rt r"n....n.rr.ruisl n nnnri,.., nn ~ n nnrnrr LJ U U ~ L..J U LJ % ' ~ L...J U U L..J ~ L-...J LJ LJ"r L......J U U L.J

% ; % : % nl %~ ' ~ ' ~ .. : ~
/. B26827 V U C PjPREAM8LE xlB4 85 /. 826827 V U C PlPAEAM8LE vlB4 85 /. 826 B21 V U C P!PAEAMBLE xI84 85 % 82682T V U C pi

~~
COPV81T 0-,.1

PARITV81T 1->(1

signal path in the block diagram in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 8. All possible combinations 01 the
copybit/parity bit part that may ocvcur in
the SPDIFIN input signal and the result at
Port output SPDIFOUT,

The LEDs are controlled by the four
gates ofa 74HCT08,
The elimtnator can be switched offwith

SI, whtch connects pin 13 ofIC3d to +5 V,
When the switch ts open, R3ensures that
the eliminator is on automatical1y.

Construction
The eliminator is best built on the peB in
Fig.l0, whtch. togetherwith thetwopro-
grarnmed tCsürf and ICV,isavailableready
made (see page 70), The MACH 110 is
housed in aPLCCcase. Oneofthe fourcor-
ners ofthe IC is sltghtly flattened to show
how the devtce should be located on the
board. It should be mounted in a special
socket to obviate any intricate soldering
direct to the device.
K1is a l O-ptn box header, so that the

circuit can be conveniently connected to
the appropriate points in the recorder via
a length of flatcable.
Finally. tf use 0[81 is not foreseen, thts

switch maybe orrutted.

Building in
The eliminator is tntended to be bujlt inta
the motherequipment, for example, a DAT
recorder. The necessary connections are
made with a length of flatcable: those for
five of the more popular recorders are
given in Table I. The followtng signals
should be applied to t.he pins of Kj as fol-
lows:

I. (F'CK):128J" that ts, 128x the sam pIe
frequency clock. lfthe eliminator does
not function properly and all othercon-
nections are found to be all nght. delay
the F'CKsignal wtth the aid of a 150 Q
resistor or invert it.

2, (UNLK): the PPLlock tndicatton. Thts sig-
nal must be lowwhen the PLL ts locked.
If It is high, invert it or do not use the
signal, in whtch case the pin should be
linked to earth.

3, (RXOU): break the relevant track on
the board behind the coaxial or optical
S/PDlF' input buffer. Connect the part
of the track from the Input buffer to
RXlN and the other part to RXOU.

4. (RXIN):see instructions for pin 3,
5. (REC/P): the record indication signal:
this is high when the mother cqutp-
ment is recordmg.

6. (V,,): the +5 V supply line from the
mother equipment.

7, (GND): the digital earth ofthe mother
equipment.

8,9. 10. These are the LED connections

Fig, 9. Circui! diagram 01!he copybi! ellm-
inator.

CASE : 00 (Al
INPUT:
COPYBIT ASSERTED (:0)
PARITYBIT UNEVEN (:0)

CASE: 01 (A)
INPUT:
COPVBIT ASSERTEO (~O)
PARITYBIT EVEN (~ll

I I I I I
• C P'

SPOIFIN i.-n
DEL iL-rt
DEL~

=t-r4
,CO-+---JU-
NCA i i

SPOIFOUT -u-u-L

I I I I I
'C P'

SPOIFINLr"L.t

DEL ri.rt
OEL~CCBt-r4
sca ..L....S1.-:-
~, ,
I I

SP04FOUT--u-u-
OUTPUT,
COPYBrT NOT ASS. (~1)
PARITYBIT EVEN (=11

OUTPUT:
COPYBIT NOT ASS. (=1)
PARITYBIT UNEVEN (=0)

CASE: 10 {Al
INPUT:
COPYBIT NOT ASS. (~l)
PARITYBIT UNEVEN (=01

CASE: 11 (Al
INPUT
COPYBIT NOT ASS. (=l)
PARITYBIT EVEN (=1)

I I I I I
'C P'

SPDIFltj tJL.....j
DEL r--n+
DEL~

=t-r4~'-t---n+
oc,~

SPDIFOUT --u-u-

I I I I I
: C P:

SPDlflN 1JlSl-
DEL r-n-r
DEL f1-Il-
=-rn--+
~'-+---JU-
-Lru

SPDIFOUT 'i.rtrt
OUTPUT:
COPYBIT NOT ASS. (",li
PARITYBIT UNEVEtj (.,(lI

OUTPUT:
COPYBIT NOT ASS. (=1)
PARITYBIT EVEN (-1)

CASE: OD(Bl
INPUT:
COPYBIT ASSERTED (:01
PARITYBIT UNEVEtj (:{I)

I I I I I
: C P:

SPDIFIN~

DEL~

DEL n..r+, ,, ,
: n :

CCB~ ~

~'-t---n+
NeA i i

SPDIFOUT .h.rir
OUTPUT:
COPYBIT NOT ASS. (:1)
PARITYBIT EVEN (=1)

CASE: 10 (B)
INPUT,
COPYBIT NOT ASS. (=1)
PARITYBIT UNEVEN (.,(l)

I I I I I
'C P'

SPOIFIN~

DEL iru+
OELnn:

: '-' '-'-, ,
: r-t :CCB~~

~-t---n+
-Lru

SPDlFOUT .h..r'i
OUTPUT:
COPYBIT NOT ASS. (_I)
PARITYBIT UNEVEN (_0)

CASE : 01 (B)
INPUT:
COPYBIT ASSERTEO (-0)
PARITYBIT EVEN (:11

I I I [ I
: C P:

SPDIFIN ..r-u-l-
OEL~

OEL~

=-rn--+
~'-+---JU-
~-i----i-

SPDIFOUTns--L
OUTPUT·
COPYBIT NOT ASS. (=1)
PARITYBIT UNEVEN (-0)

CASE: 11 (B)
INPUT:
COPYBIT NOT ASS. (_1)
PARITYBIT EVEN (=1)

I I I I I
'C P'

SPOIFIN .rtru
OEL Irirt
OEL~

=-+-fL-L
~l....nl

, ,: n:
NCA~ 4

SPDIFOUT .rtrtr
OUTPUT:
COPYBIT NOT ASS. (_I)
PARITYBIT EVEN (=1)
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COPYBIT ELIMINATOR

Fig. 10. The PCB for the copybit eliminator is small enough to be built into the mother equipment.

Fig. 11. Auxiliary circuit for use with Type XD-Z505 DAT recorder from JVC.

930098·20

if D1 and D2 are desired to be located
away from the eliminator board.

Most PLLs in an S/PDIF receive circuit
generate a frequency that is twice or four
times as high as the clock frequency.
Fortunately, the generated frequency isscaled
down synchronously, so it is always pos-
sible to find a clock of 128fs. However, the
S/PDIF-PLL of the JVC Type XD-Z505
DAT recorder generates a clock of 384fs,
which is scaled down by 3. Although this
results in a clock of 128fs, the leading edge
of it is no Ionger at the centre (that is, the
duty factor is not 50%). This is a small prob-
lem, however, which is easily remedied by
delaymg the clock with the aid offour HC
gates as shown in Fig. 11.
Note that usually the warranty on the

mother equipment is invalidated if any
modification is carried out. It is for the
constructor to decide whether the build-
ing in of the eliminator is worth that or
whether to wait until the warranty has
expired.

Signal in recorder IC/pin in recorder Rernarks

Denon DTR-2000

I
2
3
4
5
6
7

CKI0128
DUNLOK

RX

+5V
DGND

JVCXD-Z505

I
2
3
3
4
4
5
6
7

128F'
UNLOCK
RXO
RXI

+5 V (D)
+5 V (D)
G(D)'

JVC XD-ZIOIO
/

351/8
351/93
351/23
305/6

notknown
604/3
60412

break track

401/13
401162
401/35
401134
406/1
406/13

emitterQ21
emitterQ21
chassis

coaxial
optical

break track (coaxial)
break track (optical)

mount heat sink on IC

1
2
3
4
5
6
'7

128F 501/5
UNLK 501/46
RX 501/51'

372/11 break track
notknown

5V(D) 03/3
G(D) 0312

Sony DTC 55ES
& DTC57ES

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

F128
UNLK
RX
RX
Q2>
+5V
GND

307/58
307/31
307/52
30118
30918
322/3
chassis

break track

mount heat sink on IC

Parts list
Resistors:
RI, R2= IOn
R3= 10 kn
~, R5=220n

Capacitors:
CI-C3 = 100 nF
C4 = 47 J.1F,16 V, radial

Semiconductors:
DI = LED, 3 mm, red
D2 = LED, 3 mm, green

Integrated circuits:
ICI = 16V8 (Ref. 6321. see p. 70)
IC2 = MACH 110 (Ref. 6321, see p. 70)
IC3 = 74HCT08

Miscellaneous:
KI = 10-way straight box header
SI = switch with make contact
PCB Ref. 930098 (see p. 70)

Table 1. Connections between K1 and the
relevant circuits in various mother equip-
me nt. '
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FIGURING IT OUT
PART 13 - SECOND-ORDER MODELS

By Owen Bishop

This series is intended to help you with the quantitative aspects of electronic design:
predicting currents, voltage, waveforms, and other aspects of the behaviour of circuits.

Our aim is to provide more than just a collection of rnle-of-thumb formulas.
We will explain the underlying electronic theory and, whenever
appropriate, render some insights into the mathematics involved.

Last month we examined ways
of using first-order differential
equations to build circuit mod-
els. This month we extend the
methods to include second-order
equations. These allow us to model
circuits of greater complexity,
such as that in Fig. 110.

R

"

--",
"c--.
c

930010-13-12

Fig.110

'I'his includes resistive, inductive
and capacitive elements. By Kirch-
hoff's Voltaga Law:

As we did last rnonth. we use
lower-case letters for quantities
which are inherent1y variable
in time and capitals forconstants.
Substituting equivalent expres-
sions for the voltages, based on
Eq. 26 ofPart 4, Ohm's law, and
Eq. 19 ofPart 4:

Ldi R' q-+ t+-=u
dt C

We will restriet the analysis to
situations in which u is constant,
henee duldt = O.Then, differen-
tiating both si des of this equa-
tion:

Ld
2i Rdi i_O-+ -+--
dt2 dt C

In differentiatingthe third term,
useq =it, and therefore dq/dt =i.
The term d2i/dt2 makes this a sec-
ond-order equation. Divide through

byL to make unity the coefficient
of the first term:

d2i R di 1.
-+-'-+-'l=O
dt2 L dt LC

[Eq.97J

[Eq.94] If D is zero, the roots are both
m and the solution to Eq. 94 is:

Equation 94 models the circuit.
It now remains to solve it and
substitute actual values of R, L
and C.

Auxiliary equation
For an equation of the form of
Eq. 94, in which R, Land C are
constants, there is an auxiliary
equation ofthe form:

m2 +fm +s= 0, [Eq. 95]

in whichfis the coefficientof di/dt
and g is the coefficient of i. In
Eq. 94, f = R JL and g = 1ILC.
Solving Eq. 95 (a straightfor-
ward quadratic equation) for In
is much easierthan solving Eq. 94
for i.With values offandg sub-
stituted in Eq. 95:

m2 + R m+_1_=0 [Eq.96]
L LC

'I'his is solvable by applying the
well-known quadratic formula
which, when applied to Eq. 95,
is:

-f±~m
2

The value ofthe expression f2 - 4g
(known as the discriminant,D)
determines what kind ofsolution
the equation has:
lfD is positive, the equation
has two real roots.
IfD is zero, the equation has
two equal roots.
If'D is negative, the equation
has two irnaginary roots.

IfD 1Spositive, the two real roots
are m1 and m2 and the solution
to Eq. 94 is:

[Eq.98]

If D is negative, we ca1culate
k = .,j (-Dl2) and the solution is:

i =Ae-{l/2 cos Iü+ Be-ft/2 sin kt

[Eq. 99]
All three equations are general
solutions (see Part 12) and have
two arbitrary constants, A and
B. Last rnonth we had just one
such constant and needed one
border condition in order to find
theparticularsolution. Thereare
two constants, and we need two
border conditions for second-order
equations.

Worked example
GivenR=500n,L= 100 mH and
C = 2 MF:f = R IL = 500/100xlO-3
=5000; andg = 11LC= 1I100x10-3
x2x10-0= 5x1()6.From thesevalues
offandg:

D = f2 - 4g = 5000L20x106
= 5x106.

This is positive, so the equation
has two real solutions:

-f+JD
2

-5000+2236
2

=-1382

-f-JD
2

-5000-2236
2

=-3618

Substituting in Eq. 97:

i= Ae -1382t + Be--3618L

[Eq. 100J
'I'his is the general solution. We
can apply this to any set of bor-
der conditions. We can imagine
the voltage ftuctuating, perhaps
regularly, perhaps irregularly,
causing a varying current in the
circuit. Then, when t = 0, the
voltage 1S suddenly held con-
stant (Eq. 94). The models teils
wh at happens after that. For
this example, suppose that the
current is 2 rnA wen tirning be-
gins, 01' i =2xl0-3 when t =O.Also
assume a second border condi-
tion that the tate ofchange ofcur-
rent, dildt, is 0.05 As-t when
t = 0. With t equal to zero, e has
zero index in both terms and so
equals unity. Substituting the
values for the first border con-
dition in Eq. 100:

2xlO-3 =A + B

.. B = 0.002-A.

Substitute this value for B in
Eq.100:

i=A(e-1382t _e-3618t)

+0.002e-36181

[Eq.101J
Ta incorporate the effect of the
second border condition into the
equation, we must first differ-
entiate(seePart5)Eq.101 to ob-
tain an equation for dildt:

di = A( -1382e -13821
dt
+3618e-36181) _7.236e-36181

[Eq. 102]
If dildt = 0.05 when t = 0:
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A = (0.05 + 7.236) 12236
=0.003258.

Substituting this in Eq. 101:

;=0.003258(e-1382t _e-3618/)

+0. 002e -36181

Rearranging terms gives:

i=0.003258e-13821

-0.001258e-36181

[Eq. 103]
This is the particular solution
and Fig. 111 shows its graph. It
shows that at t = 0 the current
is 2 m.A, as specified. The in-
crease of current when t =0 1Stoo
small to show on this graph. The
tangent to the curve at this point
would slope up to the right by
only 3.6°, This upward slope i8
almost instantly countered by
the relatively strang dampingef-
fects of capacitance and induc-
tance. By the end ofthe third mil-
lisecond, the currenthas been al-
most entirely damped out.
Figure 112 shows what hap-

pens if we keep the first border
condition unchanged, but have
the current increasing at 2 A s-t,
instead of at only 0.005 A s-t.
Substituting dildt in Eq. 102:

A = (2 + 7.236)12236 =0.00413l.

From Eq. 101:

;=0.004131e-13821

_0.002131e-3618t

We have another particular so-
lution, matehing the new bor-
der conditions. Its graph (Fig.112)
shows current continuing to in-
crease, to about 2.12 mA, before
damping takes effect. From the
equations we have established,
we can calculate the current and
the rate of change of current at
any instant from t = 0 onwards.
With this information, we can
go on to calculate the volta ge
across thecomponents, and quan-
tities such as the charge on the
capacitor and the magnetic link-
age of the inductor at any time.

Specifying loter current
Border conditions need not be re-
stricted to events occurringwhen
t = o. We can specify i or di/dt at
any other instant after timing
begins. It makes the equation
s1ightly more complicated, be-
cause there is no simplification
ofthe equations due to the index
ofe beingzero. Let us trythe same
circuit, with the same first bor-

! (mAl
2 _ j=0.002

wllent=O

o 2 3 t(ms)

Fig. 111

i (mA)

2

I", 0.004131e -'3621_0.002131e -36181

o 2 3 I(ms)

Fig. 112

i (mAl

5

4

3

2 "'j=O.OO2
wllenl=O

O~--------'---------~2--------~~
3 t (ma)
"""10_,..,.

Fig. 113

der condition, but the second to adefinite value in a specified
border condition being that time. Since we have specified i,
i = 0.003 when t = 0.00l. We are not dildt, we go back to Eq. 101
sayingthat the current increases and proceed from there. Substitute
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the second border condition into
this, which involves multiply-
ing the indices by 0.001:

0.003= A(e-1.382 _e-3·618)

+0.002e-3.618

=0.2242A+5.3673x 10-5
A=0.01314

Substituting the new value ofA
into Eq. 101:

i= O. 01314(e-13821_e-3618t)

+0.002e-36181

=0.01314e-1382t

_0.01114e-36181

Yet another solution, with the
graph shown in Fig.113. Current
increases even further before
damping takes effect.

Critical damping
The curves we have seen so far
represent overdamping ofthe cur-
rent. Current is reduced to zero
fairly promptly. The model can
be used also to investigate the
circuit behaviour when it is crit-
ical1y damped. We reduce the
capacitance slightly, to l.6 uF,
leaving Rand L as before and,
for comparison with Fig. 113,
keep the same pair of border
conditions.
With the new value for C, f

remains unchanged, but g be-
comes 6.25xl06, and:

D = 50002 - 4x6.25x106 = o.

With a zero discriminant, the
solution ofthe auxiliary equation
IS

m = -f12 = -500012 = -2500.

The general solution takes a dif-
ferent form (Eq. 98):

i=Ae -2500t +Bte -2500t

[Eg. 104]
Substitutingthe first bordercon-
dition into this:

0.002 =A,

Eq. 104 becomes:

i = 0.002e-25001+ Bte-2500/.

Now substitute i = 0.003 and
t = 0.001 into this:

0.003 = 0.002e-2.5 + 0.00lBe-2.5

B = 34.55.

The particular solution is:
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i ee 0.002e-25001+34.55te-25001.
[Eq 105]

The graph in Fig. 114 shows
current risingto a peak at 5.9 mA
before beingdamped. The second
bord er condition occurs on the
way down.

Under-damping
This occurs when the discrim-
nant has a negative value. For
example, let UB reduce the ca-
pacitance drastically, to 10 nF.
The fremains at 5000. butg be-
comes 109 and D becomes
-3.975xlO9. With a negative dis-
criminant, we need to calculate
k:

k~~3. 975x 109 12~44581

The general solution is given by
Eq.99:

i c= Ae -2500t cos 44581t

+Be-2500t sin 445811

[Eq. 106]
Keeping to the same border con-
ditions, applying the first con-
dition to Eq. 106, and using the
facts that cos 0 ~ 1 and sin 0 ~ 0:

0.002 ~ Aeo + 0

.. A ~ 0.002.

Substituting th.is in Eq. 106, to-
gether with the values for t and
i under the second border COTI-

dition:

0.003~0.002e-2.5 cos4.4581

+Be-2.5 sin 4.4581
B~-0.03828

This leads UB to the particular
solution:

i~0.002e-25001 cos44581t

- O. 03828e -2500' sin 44581t

The graph of th.is equation has
an interesting form-Fig. 115.
It shows the current reversin g
many times with gradually de-
creasing magnitude. Oscillations
ofth.is type are typical ofan under-
damped circuit. The oscillations
take about 1.5 ms to die away.

Graphie ealeulator
A graph 1S an important aid to
visualizing the behaviour of a
model, and hence the behaviour
ofthe circuit 'it is modelling. But
plotting graphs is a tedious mat-
ter, particularly when equations
contain severaJ exponential terms.
With over-dampled and critically-

1 (mA)

6

4

----i '"0.002
""he<! 1=0

i:= 0.OO2e-25001+ 34.55le-Z5OOt

o 2 3 I(ms)

1
[mAl

i
0ae "••
~
I

Fig. 114

I. O,0Q2e-2liOOI cos 445611 _ O.03626e-25001 sln445611

us V V;V V ~ "

V '[m~~

IDDIIf'_lUl_M

Fig. 115

u c L

I,

R

damped circuits, it is possible
to sketch the shape of the graph
roughly after calculating half a
dozen points. But the oscilla-
.tions of an under-damped circuit
often need 30 or more points to
produce a reasonably represen-
tative curve.
A computer graphies pack-

age may save a lot of time: the
illustrations to this article were

930010·13·"

Fig. 116

produced in this way. Agraphie
calculator produees results even
more quickly. We used one when
we were planning the values to
use in the examples. To make
graph plottingeven quicker, pro-
gram the calculator to aecept
variables, then to plot the graph.
The following 1S an example

of a ahort program used on a
graphic ealculator to plot graphs

of equations ofthe same type as
Eq_l03: 'EXP01':"A":?~A:"Ml":
?-?C:"B":?-?B:''JM2'':?-?D:GRAPH
y~Ae--CX+Be--DX:.Tbe program
name is 'EXPOl'. The user is
requested to key in values for
A, ml, Band m2' As 500n as the
final value has been keyed in, the
graph is plotted according to the
equation in the program.
A program can also include

commands to set the ranges of t
and i for the displayed graph,
so that the curve fills the screen
reasonably well. Ifthe rangecom-
mand follows the input of vari-
ables, one or more ofthese vari-
ables can be used in the range
commands. For example, the range
for i can be set to run from -2 A
to +2 A. It is also possible to in-
clude inputs to set the range of
t direetly from the program. For
those who like to play areund
with models, adjusting the values
to produce the required results,
agraphie calculator is a valuable
too!.

Parallel eireuit
Figure 116shows a circuitwi th
resistance, eapaeitance and in-
ductance in parallel. Buildingthe
model follows very much the same
sequence as building the model
of the series circuit. By KCL:

Replacingthe currents by equiv-
alent expressions:

du u Ntp .C-+-+-~, [Eq.107]
dt R L

The third term on the right 15
obtained by noting thatL ~Ntpl i,
as in Eq. 22, Part 5, where q'l is
the magnetic flux and N 1S the
number of turne in the coil.
Differentiating Eq. 107, and as-
suming that i is eonstant:

d2u 1 du uC-+_·_+-~O
dt2 R dt L

In obtaining the third term,
dq>/dt ~ u IN (see Eq. 23, Part 5),
so the term reduces to u I L.
Dividing throughout by C gives
the model equation:

d2u 1 du u-+_·_+-~O
dt2 RC dt LC

[Eq.108]
The auxiliary equation is:
m2+mIRC+1/LC~0

in which f ~ lJRCand g ~ lJLC.
With given values of R, C and
L, the discrirninant may be pos-
itive, zero or negative, yielding
equations fOT u having the same
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difficult to differentiate and pass
beyond the scope of this series,
However, there are ways around
this difficulty, as will be explained
next month.

form as Equations 97 to 99.
Here isan exampleofan under-

damped circuit with R = 1kD.,
C = 10 nF andL = 18 mH.
RC= 1x10-D,so{= l/RC= 105

and f2 = 1/(RC)2 = 1xlOlO.
LC = 1.8x10-1O, so 4g = 4/LC

= 2.222xlO!O.
From these we find that

D = -1.222x1010 and k = 78166.
The general equation ts:

Fig. 117. It begins with a mas-
sive 'kick' of up to -34 A. After
a few swings of rapidly dirnin-
ishing amplitude, the current
is fully darnped out in about
0.15 ms ..
These examples show what

can be done when we make cer-
tain simplifying assumptions
about the model. If these as-
sumptions are not valid, in par-
ticula r, if we can not assurne
that voltage 01' current is con-
starrt, the equations are more

which models aseries cir-
cuit (Fig. 110) in which
R = 1 kQ, L = 200 mH and
C = 100 nF, given the border
conditions that i =-0.01 when
t = 0, and i = +0.01 when
t = 0.005. Is the circuit over-
damped, critically damped 01'
under-damped? Find the cur-
rent when t = 0.0008 s.

Acknowledgment. The author
would like to thank the Casio
Computer Company Ltd fortheir
valuable assistance.

2. In another series circuit,
R = 5 kQ, C = 22 ~F and
L = 0.5 H.When 1= 0, i = 0.1
and di/dl = 0.5. Find the par-
ticular solution for this cir-
cuit. Find the current when
ze ü.ö msand whenz e 100ms.
How long does the current
take to fall to 0.01 A? (Plot a
graph 01' solve the equation
ofdi/dl by takingnaturallogs).

Testyourself
1. Find the particular equation

u=Ae-50000t cos 781661

Be-SOOOOtsin 78166t

Nowforsome border conditions.
Whenz e O;zz=-1; whent=O.OOOl,
u = -0.5. Using tbe first eondi-
tion, rememberingthatcos 0 = 1
and sin 0 = 0:

i(A)

5

°t:-------too~--~~~;0~.1__----~.G-l <, t(ms)

whent",O 1=-0.5
when t = 0.0001-1 =A. -5

For the second condition: -io Answers to
Testyourself (Part 12)
1. q = ge-1.418tx10-4;
(a): u = 1.45 V
(h): i = 74.9 ~A.

-0.5 = -e-5 cos 7.8166
+Be-5 sin 7.8166
B = -74.22.

-15

-20

-25The particular solution is:
2. 0.857 s.

u=_e-50000t cos78166t

-74. 22e-500001sin 781661

-30

3. 532 ~A.

The graph of this is shown in Fig. 117
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LIQUID
CRYSTAL
DISPLAYS
By M. Reichtomann

A1though rnicroprocessors are ideal for
use in controI circuits, they are not

easy to communicate with. An LC display
may help. Since most ofsuch displays use
an Hitachi controller, it 15 fairly easy to de-
sign a standard interface conform with the
specification ofthe controller.
Figure 1 shows a display module inte-

grated in a microprocessor bus as found in
any MCS51 system. Many signals, such as
those on the data bus and address line, and
the supply voltage can be apphed directly.
Since the module puts a number of de-
mands on the the timing ofthe RIWsignal
and the E input, controlofthe R!W lineand
the E input requires a small modification.
The signals of most importance for the

LC module are shown in Fig. 2. It will be
seen that signals RS and R!W must be ac-
tive at least 140 ns be fore the E signal and
that the E signal itself must be at least
450 ns lon!Lfinally, during a write opera-
tion, RS, R/W and the signal on the data bus
must remain active for not less than 20 ns
after the E l'ine has been deactuated.
As far as the microcontroller is con-

cerned, data are usually taken from the
databus at the edge ofthe R/W signal. This
edge occurs withi n the time that the valid
address as weIl as the correct data are
available on the buses. Tbe location oftbe
enable signal (E) needed by the LC module
can not be found in tbe signal diagram.
All timing signals ofthe processor have

been deriveddirectly from the system clock
and are, therefore, multiples ofthe periods
of the clock frequency used by the con-
troller. It is, however, necessary in a nurn-
ber of cases to reduce these times by some
nanoseconds in order to eliminate the de-
lays in the various sub-circuits ofthe proces-
SOl'. Figure 3 shows the timing ofthe sig-
nals on the MCS51 bus.
As shown in Fiß the LC display is con-

trolled by signals LCD, RD, WRandAO. The
only way of meeting the timing requi re-
ments of the display is by including ad-
dress line AOin the read/write signal for the
LC module. 'Ibis address line 1S made valid
well before the R/W edge appears on the
processor bus. The consequence of this is
that a different address rnust be chosen
every time the module ie read from or wt-i t-
ten to. Duringwritlng, the level at the R/W
input must be low: AO is then also 10w.
During reading, the level ofRfW must be
high; AOis thenhigh also. Signal LCD> de-
rives from the address decoder and this se-

'1,
-*,",

~

~

Liquid crystal displays are typified by the simplicity with which
they can be controlled and accommodated in a circuit. This

short article shows how these modules can be connected to the
MCS51 microprocessor bus.

lects the display at auser-chosen address.
Here, the basic address ofthe LCD module
is DOOOH, so that the complete address 1S
as fallows:

a function ofthe processor clock can be de-
terrnined. Remember the earlier stated
Iimits.

Write command Write DOOOH
Read command Read DOOIH 8 325 650 75
Write da ta Write D002H 10 250 500 50
Read data Read D003H· 12 200 400 33.3

16 138 275 12.5
Next, the length ofthe various signals as

~
'"'"o"

/ 00 .07

es

- LCO Al 00 01 02 03 O' 05 O' 07

AO

RO

T WR
IC1a
1

>1 3 IC2b2

IC2a •
IC1b •1 5 >1

>1 3 •2 >1 •5

$sv

C~Tl~l
O~ 10.100n T
.I. • -e o w I~ o ~ N ~ • w w ~.~

> > > ~ ~ w c c c c c c c C

1 2 3 • 5 e 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

IC1 = 74HC02
LCDI d' }' d' ~ d' ~ ~ IIC2 = 74HC32

930117·11

Fig. 1. Integrating an LCD module into an MCS51 system
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Software and unit for on~ l89.95 IRI!q\J,,.,.IBM Pe ,od 1>.3O<oI,ACIDC pow!!' "",,",.StJoubIe "",>SI""",,," Milable !6.50 .. "".)

Pie 16C541S/617 DEVELOPMENT Develop and test PlCI6C:o: sottware on YOUfIBMPC.The powerful
integrated package ccntalns aText Editor;Assemble~ Disassembler and F'1CsimulatorAll jurcrcns are available from
w;u,in tbe PICDEV program.1he simulator allows you [Q slep through your code orSet breakpoints.Registerfiles
can be altered at any ome.The PICSIMeven includesVDT.timer and opoon reg.Supplied w;u, example prograrns
and user rnanual . .... (29.95
EPROMfROM EMULATOR Work!; withANY computerwith cexrcocs printerport.Fast dowoload.ldeal for
MICRO develcpnent. ... 119.9S
pe seOPE Turn your IBMPC into e powerfcl Storage Osdiloscope.Digualvcltrneter or Sound Sampler.5ample
rale 101<. - 30K per sec.Corwerter plugs into printer port with no ~r required.TheAlD converter with scope
and vckmerer softwäre 01GA requlred] readyto plug in andgo .. . Onlr (29.95
ASMS I + SIMSI Campiere Text Editor lAssembIer plus Simulator!or t-tcrcccnecüers 8051152. Runs on IBMPC.full
control Registers & mcmory.l.Jbe1 generated disassembly,proglilm trace. single-step. go with break
many more features l19.9S
ASM48 + SIM48 As above but fcr 8048/49 cerareite-s .................................................................... (19.95

PWSE ADD {UD POIT &. PACKING

~
JOHN HORRISON (MICROS) DEPT EI

~4 REIN GARDENS.TlNGLEY,WESTYORKSHIRE,
WF3 I R. TELEPHONE 0532 537 507

Up to a clock frequency of 10.9 MHz,
everything works out all right, but at higher
ones matters goawry. For such higher clock
frequencies. the only solution is to connect

the display to an 110port. Depending on the
chosen mode (4 or 8 bits), seven or 11 data
lines are then requi red.
Finally, the control voltage required for

setting the contrast is applied to the dis-
play via PI. In most cases, a control range
0[0-5 Vwill be found more than adequate.

END

RS =>f~V2 2V2 Kwo '"
lAS ~140ns

~ ~V6

PWEH ~
450ns • I-IEf

~2V2 2V~
~V6'" '"

- J.- ~ ~re, 20
Valid Data

~~~~ava Kwo

tCYC
930117-12

Rtw

E

080 ...087

Fig. 2. The LCVD module puls cerlain demands
on the timing.
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Fig. 3. Timing dlaqrarn ofthe MCS51 bus.
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READERS' CORNER

CORRECTIONS
Liquid crystal displays
(February 1994 - p. 46)

Same pin nurnbers afIe] in Fig. 1 are
shown incorrectly: pins land 3, and pins 4
and 6, should be interchanged.

Telephone-controlled switch
(January 1994 - p. 58)

The address of Chesilvale Ltd. in the
Components List on p. 60 should read:
Unit 3, Maes Glas Industrial Estate,
Newport, Gwent NP9 2NN;
Telephone +44 (0)633 223 552;
Fax +44 (0)603 223 948.

PRODUCT NEWS

Parallel port data acquisition offers
high performance at low cost

New from Computer Instrumentation Ltd
is the 'Parallel Pad' Data Acquisition
System. Connected to a PC or Notebook
computer parallel port, the 'Parallel Pad'
achieves data acquisition at up to 100 kHz
using a 12 bit converter with program-
mable ranges from ±I 0 mV to ±IO V.
An additional screw terminal block as-

sembly may be plugged in providing 8x4
wire inputs suitable for a range of sensors
including thermocouples, PRTs, accel-
rometers, mV signals and mA signals.
Also provided are 32 programmable logic
input/ourpur channels and lWQ
counter/tirners for frequency measure-
ments, and so on.
Powered from the rnains, 01' iis own in-

ternal batteries, the unit is suiiable for lab-

COMPONENT RATINGS
In resistorand capacitor values, decimal points
and large numbers ofzeros are avoided wher-
ever possible, Small and large values are usu-
ally abbreviated as folIows:

P (pico-)
n (nano-)
~ (micro-)
rn (miLli-)
k (kilo-)
M (rnega-)
G (giga-)

= 10-12
= 10-9
= 10-6
= 10-3
= 103
= 106
= 109

Note that nano-farad (nF) is the international
wayofwriting 1000pForO.001 W.
Resistors are 1/3watt, 5% metal film types un-
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oratory, Iactory 01' field use. A stand-alone
(wake/sleep) data logghing mode then al-
lows the notebook to be taken home. leav-
ing the 'Parallel Pad' to eolleet data under
battery power.
At f445·00, the basic cost inc1udes a

range of software drivers for BASIC,
Pascal, C, and Visual BASIC for
Windows, together with versions of
Computer Instrumentation 's SoftSeope
and Data Logging software.
Computer Instrumentation Ltd, Bld. 110. 3
Woods Way, Goring, Worthing, England
BNI24QY;
Telephone +44 (0)903 700755;
Fax +44 (0)903 700 788.

Let Maplin Electronics help beat the
fuel VATman

With the imposition of VAT on fuel to
corne into operation this month, it is not
wo soon to be planning ways and means of
reducing the household and office tuel
bills. One sure fire way is the implementa-
tion of fuel saving devices and controllers
and it is here that Maplin Electronics can
help everyone to save moncy. The new
Maplin catalogue (see back cover) fea-
tures many cost effective, value for money
products designed with energy saving in
mind.
New from Maplin is the 24-hour Pro-

grammable Timer which has many secu-
rity and energy saving uses. Lights and
radio can be timed to switch on and off
throughout the day and night for security
purposes, and a randorn program mode al-
lows lights to be switehed ar random for
even higher protection.
Also from Maplin is the Digital Time-

switch comprising a battery powered
clock with LC display which controls
power throughout to a mains outlet. The
unit plugs into a standard wall socket in
which position the display and controls are

less otherwise speeified.

Thedirect working voltageof capacitors (other
than eleetrolyticortantalum types) is assumed
to be ~60 Y. As a rule of thumb, a safe value
is about 2x direct supply volrage.

Direct test voltages are measured with a 20 kQJV
meter unless otherwise specified.

M ains (power line) vol tages are not Iisted in the
articles, It is assumed that our readers know
wh at voltage is standard in their parr of the
world.

Readers in countries that use 60 Hz supplies,
should note thatoureircuitsare usually designed
for 50 Hz. This will not norrnally cause prob-
lerns, although ifthe mains frequency is used

easily seen.
Also new is the 7~day Immersion

Heater Controller, a wall mounted uni!
that provides rconomical and convenient
control of eleetric immersion heater sys-
tems. Easily programmable, the controller
allows up to seven on/off switching pro-
grarnmes with automatic everyday alloea-
tion, providing up to 49 on/off settings per
weck. An optional 'boosr' facility enables
instant override for one or two hour peri-
ods.
Also available is a Room Thermostat

whieh fearures easy-to-use eontrols for all
kinds of hearing sysrern. Mounted on the
wall, this thermostat, onee set to the re-
quired temperature, will autornatically
trigger the heating system to come on and
go off in order to rnaintain that tempera-
ture. This unit can be linked to any pump
to control gas, solid fuel or oil fired central
heating, warm air and electric underfloor
Of ceiling systems. The unit includes an
'accelerator' which reacts quickly to
changes in room ternperature so as to
maintain an even level.
All items available from Maplin shops

(including the new Northampton, Milton
Keynes and Slough stores) 01' by mail
order. (Please note: there is a f.I 040 charge
levied on every mailorder to go towards
the cost of handling and paeking. On large,
fragile or heavy iterns, an additional
charge is made to contribute towards the
eost of carriage, up to a maximum of
fS·70 per order).
The Maplin 1994 Catalogue is available

at;[2·95 from W H Smith, R S McColl
(Seotland) arid loeal Maplin shops. Mail
order price UK: f3-45.
Maplin Electroncis, PO Box 3,

Rayleigh, England SS6 8LR; Telephone:
Sales +44 (0)702 554 161;
Enquiries +44 (0)702 552 911;
Fax +44 (0)702 553 935.

for synchronization, some modification may
be required.

The international letter symbo!' U' is used for
voltage instead ofthe ambiguous 'V'. The let-
ter V is reserved für 'volts'.

The size of ametrie bolt or screw is defined
by the letter M followed by a nurnber corre-
sponding lO the overall diameter of the thread
in !TIm, the x sign and the lengrh of the bolt or
screw, also in mm. Forinstanee, an M4x6 bolt
has a thread diameter of 4 nun and a length of
6 mrn, The overall diameterofthe thread in the
BA sizes is: 0 BA =6.12 rnrn; 2BA =4.78mm;
4 BA = 3.68 mm; 6 BA = 2.85 Olm; 8 BA =
2.25 Olm.
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High sensitivity frequency

counter/finder

Quantek Electronics have introcluced a
high sensitivity pocket size frequency
counter/finder, Model FC2000, capable of
measuring frequencies frorn 1 MHz to
2.4 GHz.
Conventional frequency counters typi-

cally have a specified sensirivity of 10 rnV,
whereas that of the FC2000 is <I mV be-
tween 10 MHz and 850 MHz and is typi-
cally 225 uv at 150 MHz. This enables the
FC2000 ro be used für measuring trans-
mitted radio frequency signals as weil as
für laboratory bench measurernents.
The cornpact and rugged design of rhe

FC2000 makes it ideally suited for use by
field service engineers, radio amateurs,
scanning receiver owners für frequency
finding, and counter surveilJance opera-
tors.
The FC2000 has a bright 8-digit LED

display, two gate times, hold function,
charge and gate LEDs, 50-Q BNC input,
internal 700 mAh NiCd batteries, and is
supplied campiere with a.c. mains adap-
tor/charger and telescopic BNC antenna.
The FC2000 costs fl19 + f5 p&p and

is available direct from Quantek Elec-
tranics,3 Houldey Road, Birmingham.
England B31 3HL. Telephone +44 (0)21
411 1821; Fax +44(0)21 411 2355.

Mitsubishi 38000 Series of 8-bit micro-
controllers from Highland Technology

Available from Highland Technology is
the Mitsubishi 38000 Series of 8-bit mi-
crocontroller, which includes general-pur-
pose types as weil as devices designed
specifically for controlling vacuum fluo-

Produced and published by ELEKTOR
ELECTRONICS (Publishing)

rescent and liquid crystal displays.
The controllers are designed for ease of

use and versatility, with ROM, RAM, 1/0
and contra I registers all wirhin rhe same
address space to allow data transfer and
operanon to be perforrned by common in-
structions,
The devices can operate in either sin-

gle-chip mode, accessing only internal
mcmory, or in expanded and external
mernory müdes in which 1/0 ports become
address, data and control lines, mapping
external memory and peripherals.
Further details from Highland

Teehnology, Alben Drive, Burgess Hili,
England RH 15 9TN. Telephone
+44 (0) 444 236 000; fax +44(0)444)
236641.

TOR 1502 Digital Multimeter

The TOR 1502 Digital Multimeter is an
easy-ro-use, hand-held, high-accuracy
meter, all range and funetions of which are
selected by roiary switch and displayed on
a large 23mm31/2 digit liquid crystal dis-
play. Among its Features are: frequency
testing up to 1 MHz, capacitance testing in
five ranges up to 99.9 w; when used in
conjunction with any of the optional
K-type thermoeouples, it has a wide tem-
perature testing range of -20 "C to
1300 °C. With automaue positive and neg-
ative indication, diode rest, over-range in-
dication, overload protection, low bauery
indication, continuity beeper and current
testing up to 10 A, it is panieularly useful
for all kinds of service engineering, test
management and laboratory applicaticns.
The TOR 1502 is supplied complete with
test leads and instruction manuaL

Pull details from TOR Technologies,

Unit 4, Gibbs Reed Farm
Pashley Road
TtCEHURST TN5 7HE
Telephone: (0580) 200 657 (National )
or +44 580 200 657 (llllemarimw/)
Fax: (0580) 200 616 (National]
or +44 580200 61 (j (I//lernariol1al)
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GENERAL NEWS
Piracy on the high CDs

Recent IFPI (International Federation of
the Phonographie Jndustry) figures show
that the number of pirated CDs i1legally
printed 01' iruported inro the UK reached
700,000 in 1992. In 1991 there were
hardlyany.
CD piracy is increasing drarnarically

rhroughout Europe -IFPI research sug-
gests there were 13 million illegal discs in
1991 and nearly 19million in 1992-and
whilst the nurnber ofillegal discs sold in
the UK last year amounted to only 1% of
total sales, that figure is expected 10 in-
crease greatly this year both here and in
Europe.
With the growth of the dornestic and

cornmercial multimedia and CD-ROM
markets, it can not be long before they,
too, become noticeably affected by illegal
c-ounterfeiting - with resultant revenue
loss to publishers, game-ware producers,
film companies, and others.
Disctronics, Europe's leading indepen-

dent CD manufacturer, have sailed to the
rescue with the introduction of a low-cost
and effective counter measure which iden-
tifies the CD as being genuine and also
prevenis a disc Irom being copied. They
have announced their ability to print holo-
grams in colour on CDs. This not only
provides securiiy - it is virtually impossi-
ble to copy a hologram
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ble to copy a holograrn without extrernely
sophisticated (and expensive) equipment-
but the discs also look highly artractive.
More imporrantly, it alJows the cusromer to
identify the genuine product and avoid buy-
ing a sub-standard imitation.
lntegrating this hologram into the CD

has been developed by Disctronics by plac-
ing the optical security information on the
same side as the sound/data track. Ir will
also include hidden optical information for
the independent evaluation requirernents of
the trading standards authorities.
Disctronics is one of the pioneers of the

CD-ROM and multimedia revolution. Last
December, they became the first company in
the world to produce Video-CD (the use of
digital compact discs with film footage) to
the agreed White Book Standard. This al-
lows CDs to be played on all platforrns, in-
c1uding Cornrnodore Amiga CD32, CDi and
Multimedia Pe.
For consumers, this wi U mean that they

can buy any Video-CD player in the knowl-
edge that it will play not only their music
CDs, but also open up the huge range of
Video-CDs which will be coming on to the
market in the next few months - including
fiolms, games-warc and music videos.
Further Information from Disctronics

UK CD-ROM Division, Southwater
Business Park, Worthing Road, Southwater,
England RH 13 7YT. Telephone +44 (0)403
732302; fax +44 (0)403732313.

SWITCHBOARD
Switehboard allows aUPRIVATE READERS of
Elektor Electronics one FAEE advertisement
of up to 108 characters, including spaces,
commas, numerals, etc.. per month.

Write the advertisement, which MUST
relate to electronlcs, in the coupon on thls
page; it MUST INCLUDE a private telephone
number or name and address; post office
boxes are NOT aeceptable.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) ean not ac-
eept responsibility for any eorrespondence or
transecnon as a result of a free advertlsement
or of any inaccuracy in the textof such an ad-
vertisement.

Advertisements will be placed in the order
in which they are received.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) reserve
the right to refuse advertisements without
giving reasons or without returning them.

FOR SALE. Data base disk of Elektor Eleet-
ronics 1983-1993, DB3 based; ineludes seareh
program; f 9·95. Catt Gary on 081-861-2216.

!HELP! Can anyone suggest a souree of
~10 kV ~20 mA fast diodes for my home-brew
switeh-mode PSU? Phone Alan on 081 800 0982.

WANTED. 27128 EPROMs 21 V. Please phone
(0222) 566 413.

WANTED.lnformation on PCBand sehematie
programs used in Elektor Electronics. Please

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICSAPRIL t994

Increase your electronics
know-how and skills

The speed and intensity wtth whieh eJectronics penetrates our daily Iives
at horne. at work, or in our car. tends to make us forget that we can use
electronics creatively by building destgns with a practical application
and having the satisfaction of a successfully finished project, Elektor
Electronics, which is distributed all over the world, can help you achieve
these goals. Throughout the year, the magazine features original
construction projccts, informative articles and news on the gamut of
electronics, science & technology, book reviews and Information on new
products. The past 11 issues contained 80 major anc1 97 minor
constructton arucles. 21 articles of an educative or instructional nature.
and 10 a.rticles deallng with Seien ce & Technology.
Ifyou wtsh to mcrease your eleetronies know-how and skills. take out an
annual subscriptlon to Elektor Electronics by wriUng or faxing to

World Wide Subscription Service Ltd
Unit 4, Gibbs Reed Farm
Pashley Road, Ticehurst

East Sussex TN5 7HE, England
Telephone (0580) 200657; Fax (0580) 200616

You will then have the converuence of having the magaztne delivered to
your horne, and the peace of mind that you will not miss any issue. The
1994worldwide rates for an annual subseription (li issues) are shown
on page 72.

write to Wittiam Wattace, 934 Sharon Drive,
Lebanon, Ohio 45036, USA., or phone (513)
932-1277.

FÜR SALE. Z80-based computer, keyboard,
monitor, disk drive, documentation, software,
f 150 o.n.o. Catt after 6 p.m. (0905) 353 531.

WANTED. Acorn Atom with disk drive, any
condition. Please ring (0729) 860 224.

WANTED. Epsom FX800eircuit. Pleasewrite
to R. Click, 12 Avon Grove, Cheadle, Stokeon
Trent, Staffs ST1 01 QR.

FÜR SALE. Philips scope PM3217, 50 MHz,
calibrated witt Oetober 1994, with leads and
pouch. f250 o.n.o. Please ring 091 372 0923.

HELP! I need same information about the
Oread program. I need the file 'LiB EDIT' for
3.21 version. Thanksin anticipation. Please write
to Luis M. Pinte, C. de Vila-Nespereira, 4620
Lousada, Portugal.

FüR SALE. PDP 11/23 main frame, 3 RL02
disk, 2 VT320terms, 12 hard drive disks, work-
ing. f2500.n.o. Please phone (0642) 711368.

WANTED. Information/manualW.H.Y. for S.E.
Labs 2001 A frequency response analyser.
Please ring (0602) 372 109.

FÜR SALE. Z8 mieroeontrotter-based single
boardcomputer system EPROM monitor,RS232,
non-volattile RAM from f32. Catt (0642) 480620.

Send this coupon 10
Elektor Electronlcs (Publishing)

P.O. BoX"1414
Dorchester DT2 8YH

England

Block capitals please - one character to each box
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Name and addrcss MUST be given



BUILDING YOUR OWN TOROID
CORE INDUCTORS AND RF

TRANSFORMERS

Alot of electronic construction projects
intended for hobbyists and amateur

radio operators call for inductors 01' radio
frequency (RF) transformers wound on
toroidal cores. A toroid is a doughnut
shaped object, i.e. a short, flat cylinder
(often with rounded edgesJ that has a
hole in the centre (see Fig. 1). The
toroidal shape is desirable for inductors

o.d.

i.d.

940002·11

Fig. 1. The toroid coiJ form.

because it permits a relatively high in-
ductance value with few turns of wire by
virtue of the core's permeability (u ),
and, perhaps most important, the geome-
try of the core makes the eoil self-shield-
ing. That latter attribute makes the
toroid inductor easier to use in practical
RF circuits. Regular soIenoid-wound
cylindt-ical inductors have a magnetic
field that goes outside the immediate
vicinity of the windings, and ean thus in-
tersect nearby inductors and other ob-
jecta. Unintenticn al inductive coupling
can eause a lot of serious problems in RF
electrcnic circuits, so should be avoided
wherever possible. The use of a toroidal
shape factor, with its limited external
magnette field, makes it possible to
mount the inductor elose to other induc-
tors (and other components) without too
much undesired interaction.

Materials used In toroidal
cores
Tcroidal cores come in a variety of mate-
rials that are usually grouped in to two
general classes: powdered iron and

By Joseph J. Carr

ferrites. These graups are further subdi-
vided as discussed below.

Powdered iron materials.
The powdered iron cores corne in two
basic formulations: Carbonyl Irons and
Hydrogen Reduced Irons. The
Carbonyl materials are weI1regarded for
their temperature stability; they have
relative permeability (~Ir) values that
range frorn 1to about 35. The Carbonyls
offer very good 'Q' values to frequencies
of 200 MHz. Carbonyls are used in high
power applieations, as weIl as in variable
frequency oseillators and wherever tem-
pera tu.re stability becomes important.
However, note that na powdered iron ma-
terial or ferrite is tatally free of tempera-
tu re variation, so oscillators using these
eores must be temperature compensated
for proper operation. The Hydrogen
Reduced iran devices offer relative per-
meabilities up to 90, but are lower 'Q'
than Carbonyl devices. They find their
main usage in electromagnetic interfer-
ence (EMl) filtere. The powdered iron
materials are the subject of Table 1.

Ferrite materials.
The name 'ferrite' implies that the mate-
rial is iron-based, but that is not the
ease; fet-rite matet-ials are actually
grouped into nickel-zinc and man-
ganese-zinc types. The nickel-zi nc ma-
terial has a high volume resistivity aud
high Q over the range 0.50 to 100 MHz.
The temperature stability 1Sonly moder-
ate, however. The relative permeabilities
of nickel-zine mater-iale are found in the
range 125 to 850. The manganese-zinc
materials have higher relative perme-
abilities than nickel-zinc, and are of the
er-der of 850 to 5,000. Manganese-zinc
matet-ials offer high Q over the range
1 kHz to 1MHz. They have 10w volume
resistivity and moderate saturation flux
density. These materials are used in
switching power supplies from 20 to
100 KHz, and far EMI attenuation in the
range 20 to 400 MHz. See Table 2 for ad-
ditional information on ferri te materials.

Toroid core nomenclature
Although there are several different
ways to designate toroidal cores, the one
used by Amidon Associates [2216 East
Gladwiek, Dominguez Hills, CA, 90220,

USA; 310-763-5770 (voice) or 310-763-
2250 (fax)] is perhaps that most com-
monly found in electronic hobbyist and

Material u, Comments

o Used up to 200 MHz.
Inductance varies with
method of winding.

20 Made 01 Carbonyl C.
Similar to Mixture No.
3 but is more stable,
and has a higher vol-
ume resistivitv.

2 10 Made 01 Carbonyl E.
High Q and good vol-
ume resistivity over
range 01 1 to 30 MHz

3 35 Made 01 Carbonyl HP.
Very good stability
and good Q over
range 01 50 kHz to
500 kl-lz.

6 8 Made 01 Carbonyl SF.
Is similar to mixture
no. 2, but has higher Q
over range 20 to
50 MHz.

10 6 Type W powdered
iron. Good Q and high
stability Irom 40 to
100 MHz.

123Made 01 a synthetic
oxide material. Good
Q but only moderate
stabitity over the
range 50 to 100 MHz.

15 25 Made 01 Carbonyl
GS6. Excellent stabil-
ity and good Q over
range 0.1 to 2 MHz.
Recommended lor AM
BCB and VLF applica-
tions.

17 3 Carbonyl material sim-
ilar to mixture no. 12,
but has greater tem-
perature stabitity but
lower Q than no. 12.

26 75 Made 01 Hydrogen
Reduced Iran. Has
very high permeabil-
ity. Used in EMI lilters
and DC chokes.

Table 1. Powdered iron core materials.
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BUILDING YOUR OWN TOROID CORE INDUCTORS AND RF TRANSFORMERS

amateur radio published projects.
Although the uni ts of meaatu-e are the
English system used in the USA, Canada
and formerly in UK, rather than SI
units, their use with respect to torcids
seems widespread. The type number for
any given core will consist of three ele-
ments: xx-yy-zz. The 'xx' is a Olle 01' two
letter designation of the general class of
material, i,e. powdered iron (xx = 'T') or
ferrite (xx = 'TF'). The 'yy' is an rounded
off approximation of the outside diame-
ter Co.d.' in Fig. 1) of the core in inches;
'37' indicates a 0.375-inch (9.53-mm)
core, while '50' indicates a O.50-inch
(12.7-mm). The 'zz' indicates the type
(mixture) of material. A mixture no. 2
powdered iron core of 0.50 inch diameter
would be Iisted as a T-50-2 eore. The
cores are eolour eoded to assist in identi-
fication.

Inductance of toroidal
coils
The inductance, L, of the toroidal eore in-
ductor is a function ofthe relative perme-
ability of the eore material, the number
of turns, the inside diameter (i.d.) of the
core, the outside di ameter (o.d.) of the
core, and the height (h) - see Ffg, 1, and
ean be approximated by:

L~0.011684h N2~, log,o (O.d.) (H) 11]
i.d.

This equation is rarely used directly,
hcwever , beeause toroid manufacturers
provide a parameter ealled the AL value
whieh relates inductance per 100 01'

1,000 turns of wire. 'I'ables 3 and 4 show
the AL values of common ferrite and pow-
dered ircn cores, respectively. Table 5
shows some of the other properties of
powdered iron ccres.

Winding toroid inductors
There are two basic ways to wind a
toroidal eore iuductor: cIose spaced
winding and distributed winding. In
distrtbuted winding toroidal inductors
the turns of wi re that are wound on the
toroidal core are spaced evenly around
the circumference of the core, with the
exception of a gap of at least 30° between
the ends (see Fig. 2a). The gap ensures
that stray capacitance is kept to a mini-
mum. The wi nding covers only 2700 of
the core cireumference. In elose winding
torcids (Fig. 2b) the turns are made such
that adjacent turns of wire touch each
other, or nearly so. This practice raises
the stray capacitance of the winding,
which affects the resonant frequency,
but can be done in many cases with little
01' no ill effect (especially where the ca-
pacitance and resonant point shift are
negligible). In general, elose winding is
used for inductors in narrow band tuned
circuits, while distributed winding is
used for broadband situations like con-
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N-Z: Nickel-Zinc
M-Z: Manganese-Zinc

Material u, Remarks

33 850 M-Z. Used over 1 kHz
to 1 MHz for loopstick
antenna rods, Lew vol-
urne resistivity.

43 850 N-Z. Medium wave in-
ducters and wideband
transformers to 50 MHz.
High attenuation over
30 to 400 MHz. High
volume resistivity.

61 125 N-Z. High Q over 0.2
to 15 MHz. Moderate
temperature stability.
Used for wideband
transfermers to
200 MHz.

63 40 High Qover 15to
25 MHz. Low perme-
ability and high vol-
urne resistivity.

67 40 N-Z. High Q operation
over 10 to 80 MHz.
Relatively high flux
density and good tem-
perature stability. Is
similar to Type 63, but
has lewer volume re-
sistivity. Used in wide-
band transformers to
200 MHz.

68 20 N-Z. Excellent temper-
ature stability and
high Q over 80 to 180
MHz. High volume re-
slstivitv.

72 2000 High Q to 0.50 MHz,
but used in EMI filters
lrom 0.50 to 50 MHz.
Low volume resistivltv.

J/75 5000 Used in pulse and
wideband transform-
ers from 1 kHz to
1 MHz, and in EMI lil-
ters from 0.50 to 20
MHz. Low volume re-
sistivity and low core
losses.

77 2000 0.001 to 1 MHz. Used
in wideband trans-
formers·and power
converters, and in EMI
and noise fllters from
0.5 to 50 MHz.

F 3000 Is similar to Type 77
above, but offers a
higher volume resis-
tivity, higher Initial
permeability, and
higher flux saturation
density. Used for
power converters and
in EMl/noisefilters
Irom 0.50 to 50 MHz.

Table 2. Ferrite matertals.

940002 ·12 a

b toroid core~-------

Fig. 2. Toroid winding styles: a) distributed;
b) elose wound.

ventional and BALUN RF transformers.
Tbe method of winding has a small effect
on the final induetanee of the coil. While
this fact makes calculating the final in-
ductance less predictable, it also pro-
vides a means of final adjustment of
actual inductance in the circuit as-built.

Calculating the number of
turns needed
As in all inductors, the nurnber of turns
of wire determines the inductance of the
finished coil. In powdered iron eores the
AL rating of the core is used with fair con-
fidence to predict the nurober of turns
needed.

For powdered iron cores:

Where:
N is the number of turns;
L is the inductance required in micro-
henrys (pR);

AL is an attr'ibute of the co re material
and size (pR/IOO tut-ns).

Example
Find the number of turns of wi re re-
quired to make a 6-pH inductance Irorn a
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T-50-2 (red) powdered iron core (AL=49).

N = 100 ~(6~Hl49) = 35 turns.

For ferrite cores:

N = 1000~(LI AL)

Where:
L is the inductance required in millihen-
rys (mB)
AL 18 an attribute of the eore material
and size (mHllOOO turns)

Exomple
How many turns are needed to wind a
200-~H inductor on a ferrite FT-50A-43
core (AL = 570 mB/1000 turns)? Note:
200 ~B = 0.2 mB.

N = 1000 ~(0.2/570) = 18.7 turns

The number of turns calculation often
comes out to a Fraction of a turn. With
the possible exception of 0.5 turns, the
actual turns count should be rounded off
to the nearest turn. It is possible to
rau nd off to the nearest half turn, but it
18 not as easy to implement in practice.

Building the toroidal
device
The toroid eore or transformer is usually
wound with enamelled or formvar insu-
lated wire. Fcr low powered applications
(receivers, variable frequency occillators,
etc.) the wire will usually be SWG22
through SWG36 (with SWG26 being very
common). For high power applications,
such as transmitters and RF power am-
plifiere. a heavier grade of wire is
needed. For amateur high power applica-
tions, SWG14 01' SWG12 wire is usually
specified, although wi re as large as
SWG6 has been used in some commercial
applications. Again, the wire is enam-
elled 01' formvar covered insulated wire.
In the high power ease it 1S likely that
high voltages will exist. In high powered
RF amplifiers, such as used by amateur
radio operatora in many countries, the
potentials present across a 50-.0 circuit

[3J
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a winding---.

glue
spot

940002 -13a

b winding toroid

---.,......,;.~....,..,..,~

Ioop
under

Fig. 3. Methods for fastening the wire on a
toroid winding: a) glue spot; b) 'tuck under'
method.

can reach hundreds of volts. In those
cases, it is common practice to wrap the
core wi th a glass-based tape such as
Scotch 27.
High powered applications also re-

quire a large area toroid, rather than the
small toroids that are practical at lower
power levels. Cores in the FT-150-zz to
FT-240-zz, or T-130-zz to T-500-zz are
typically used. In some high pcwered
cases several identical toroids are
stacked together, and wrapped with tape
to increase the power handling capacity.
This method is used qui te commonly in
RF power amplifier and antenna tuning
unit projects.

Binding the wires
It sometimes happens that the wires
making up the toroidal inductor or trans-
former become loose. Some builders pre-
fer to fasten the wire to the co re using
one of the two methods shown in Fig. 3.
In Fig. 3a we see the use of a dab of glue,
silicone adhesive, or the high volta ge

Core type no. prefix: FT-yy-zz

Core Material type
size 43 61 63 72 75 77

23 188 24.8 7.9 396 990 356
37 420 55.3 17.7 884 2210 796
50 523 68 22 1100 2750 990
50A 570 75 24 1200 2990 1080
508 1140 150 48 2400 2160
82 557 73.3 22.8 1170 3020 1060
114 603 79.3 25.4 1270 3170 1140
114A 146 2340
240 1249 173 53 3130 6845 3130

Tabl.3. Oommon ferrite core AL values.

sealant Glyptol (sometimes used in tele-
vision receiver high voltage circuits) to
anchor the end of the wire to the toroid
core.
Other builders prefer the method

shown in Fig. 3b. In this method, the
end of the wire is looped underneath the
first full turn and pulled taut. This
method will effectively anchor the wire,
but some say it creates an anomaly in the
magnetic situation that may provoke in-
teractions with nearby components. In
my experience, that situation is not terri-
bly likely, and Iuse the method regularly
with no observed problems thus far.
When the final coil ia ready, and both

the turns count and spacing are adjusted
to yield the required inductance, the
turns can be anchored and the coil placed
in service. A final seahng method is to
coat the coil with a thin layer of clear lac-
quer, or 'Q-dope' (which product 1S in-
tended by its manufacturer as an
inductor sealant).

Mounting the toroidal
core device
Toroids are sometirnes a bit more diffi-
cult to mount than solenoid wound coils,
but the rules that one must follow are not
as strict. The reason for loosening of the
mounting rules is that the toroid, when
built correctly, is essentially self-shield-
ing so less attention (not NO attention!)
may be paid to components surrounding
the inductor. In the solenoid wound coil,
for example, the distance between adja-
cent coils and their orientation is impor-
tant. Adjacent coils, unless weIl shielded,
must be placed at right angles to each
other to lessen the mutual coupling be-
tween the coils. However, toroidal in duc-
tors can be closer together and either
co-planar 01' adjacent plan ar with respect
to each other. While some spacing must
be maintained between toroidal cores
(the winding and core manufacture not
being perfect), the required average dis-
tance can be less than for solencid wound
cores.
Mechanical stability of the mounting

is always a consider-ation for any coil (in-
deed, any electronic componen t). For
most benign environments, the core can
be mounted directed to a printed circuit
board (PCß) in the manner of Figs. 4a
and 4b. In Fig. 4a, the toroidal inductor
is mounted flat against the board: its
leads are passed through holes in the
board to solder pads underneath. The
method of Fig. 4b pi aces the toroid at
right angles to the board, but still uses
the leads soldered to copper pads on the
PCB to anchor the coil, It is wise to use a
small am ou nt of RTV silicone sealant 01'

glue to hold the coil to tbe board once it is
found to work satisfactorily.
If the environment is less benign with

respect to vibration levels, a method sim-
iler to Fig. 4c may be employed. Here
the toroid is fastened to the peB with a
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Fig.4. a) üat mounting; b) on-end mounting;
c) secured mounting (use nylon machine
screws); d) mounting high power or high
voltage toroidal inductors or transformers; e}
suspending toroid inductors on a dowel; f)
mounting method tor a 'single turn primary'
transformer in RF watt-meters er VSWR

meters.
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insulator
block

set of nylon machine screw and nut hard-
ware, and a nylon or fibre washer. In
high powered anten na tuning units it 18
common to see an arrangement similar
to Fig. 4d. In this configuration, several
toroidal cores are individually wrapped
in glass tape, and then the entire assem-
bly is wrapped as a uni t with the same
tape. This assembly is mounted between
two insulators such as plastics, cet-amic,
01' fibrebcard, which are held together as
a 'sandwich' by a nylon bolt and hex nut.
Figure 4e shows a metbod for sus-

pending toroidal cores in a shielded en-
closure. I have used this method to make
five-element low pass filters (see inset)
for use on my basement laboratory work-
ben eh. The toroidal inductors are
mounted on a dowel which is made of
some insulating material such as wood,
plastic, plexiglass, Lexan 01' other syn-
thetic material. If the dowel is sized cor-
reetly, the inductors will be a tight slip
fit, and need no further anchoring.
Othcrwisc, a small amount of glue or
RTV silicone sealant ean serve to stabi-
lize the position of the induetor. Care
must be observed against force fitting,
however, in order to avoid fracturing the
toroid core.
Some people use a pair of undersized

rubber grommets over the dowel, one
pressed against either side of the induc-
tor (see inset to Fig. 4e). If the grommets
are taut enough, no further action 1S
needed. Otherwise, they can be glued to
the rod.
A related mounting method 1S used to

make eurrent trans Former-s in home
made RF power meters (Fig. 4f). In this
case a rubber grommet 15 fitted into the
centre of the toroid. and a small brass or
copper rod is passed through the centre
hole of the grommet. The metal rod
serves as a one-turn primary winding. A
sarnple of the RF cut-reut flowing in the
metal rod is magnetieally coupled to the
secondary winding on the toroid, where it
can be either fed to an oscilloscope for
display, 01' rectified, filtered and dis-
played on a d.c. current meter that is cal-
ibrated in watts or VSWR units.

Toroidal RFtransformers
Both narrow band tuned and broadband
RF transformers can be accommodated
by toroidal powdered iron and Fer-rite
eores. The schematic symbols used for
trans formers are shown in Fig. 5. These
symbols are largely interehangeable, and
are a11seen from time to time. In Fig. 5a
the two winding are shown adjaeent to
each other, but the core is shown along
only one of them. This method is used to
keep the drawing simple and does not
imply in any way that the eore does not
affect one of the windings. The core may
be represented either by one or more
straight Iines, as shown, 01' by dotted
lines. The method shown in Fig. 5b is
like the conventional transformer repre-

·----~

®
•~

~
•

®------------1-11-1
940002 - 15

Fig. 5. Transformer symbols.

sentation in which the windings are jux-
taposed opposite each other with the eore
between them. In Fig. 5c the core is ex-
tended and the two windings are along
one side of the eore bars.
In each of the transformer representa-

tions of Fig. 5 there are dots shown on
the windings. These dots tell us the
'sense' of the winding, and represent the
same end of the co.ils. Thus, the wires
from two dotted ends are brought to the
same loeation, and the two coi!s are
wound in the same direction. Another
way of looking at it is that if a third
winding were used to excite the core from
an RF source, the phase of the signals at
the dot ends will be the same; the phase
of the signal at the undotted ends will
also be the same, but will be opposite
that of the dotted ends.
The windinga of the toroidal trans-

former can be spaced at different loca-
tions around the eireumference of the
toroid when the deviee is narrow band,
but for wideband operanon a bifilar
winding scherne is used (Fig. 6). In this
type of winding scheme, the wires, A and
B, are held closely parallel to eaeh other
as they are wound around the core. When
the job is finished, ends Al and BI will be
at the same loeation, while A2 and B2 will
be at another Iocation on the toroid eore.

wlre a wire A

--------" ~

A2 82

94OO!1Z· '1

Fig.6. Bifilar winding style.
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Conventional transformers

One of the principal uses of trans fot-mers
in RF circuits is impedance tr-ansfot-ma-
tion. When the secondary winding of a
transformet is connected to a lcad imped-
ance, the impeda nce seen 'looking inta'
the primary will be a function of the load
impedance and the turns ratio of the
transformer (see Fig. 6a). The relation-
ship is:

With the relationship of Eq. L4Jwe can
match source and load impedances in RF
circuits. be:

Example
Assume that we have a 3 to 30 MHz tran-
sistor RF amplifier wi th a base input im-
pedance of 4 Q (Z;), and that transistor
amplifier has to be matched to a 50-0.
source impedance (Zp), as shown in
Fig. 7h. What turns ratio 18needed to ef-
feet the impedance match? Let's calcu-
late:

Np 1N, = ~(50/3) = 3.53:1.

A general design rule for the value of in-
ductance used in trans formers is that the
inductive reactance at the lowest fre-
quency must be foul' times the imped-
ance connected to that winding. In the
case of the 50-0 primary of the trans-
formet above, then, the inductive reac-
tance of the primary winding should be
4x50 Q. or 200 Q. The induetanee should

r ®

rZp Np Ns [
L pri. sec.

®

'V Np Ns

Fig. 7. a) generic transformer and load.
Impedance seen looking into the primary is a
function of the secondary impedance and the
transformer turns ratio; b) Step-down
impedance transformer coupling a 50 ohm
input to an RF transistor.

Core Core material type (mix)
size 26 3 15 1 2 6 10 12 0

12 - 60 50 48 20 17 12 7 3
16 - 61 55 44 22 19 13 8 3
20 - 90 65 52 27 22 16 10 3.5
37 275 120 90 80 40 30 25 15 4.9
50 320 175 135 100 49 40 31 18 6.4
68 420 195 180 115 57 47 32 21 7.5
94 590 248 200 160 84 70 58 32 10.6
130 785 350 250 200 110 96 - - 15
200 895 425 - 250 120 100 - - -[4]

Table 4. Common powdered Iron ALvalues.

200Q 106
L = .=c:.c=,-=--

21t F

L = 200Q 106

2 rt 3.000. 000
10.6[IH

Now that we know that a 10.6-!lH induc-
tance is needed, we can select a toroidal
core and calculate the number of turns
needed. The T-50-2 (red) core covers the
correct frequency range, and is of a size
that 1S congenial to easy construction.
The T-50-2 (red) core has an AL value of
49, so the number ofturns reqtrired:

N = 100 ~(10.6 ~H 149) = 47 turns.

The number of turns in the secondery
must be such that the 3.53:1 ratio is pre-
served when 47 turns are used in the prj-
mary:

N, = 47 13.53 = 13.3 turns.

If we wind the primary with 47 turns,
and the secondary with 13 turns, theu we
will convert the 4-0. transistor base im-
pedance to the 50-Q system's impedance.

Exatriple
A Beverage Wave antenna 1S constructed
for the AM broadeast band (530-
1700 KHz). By virtue of its construction
and inatall ation, it exhibits a character-
istic impedance Zo of 600 O. What is the
turns ratio required of a trans Former at
the feed end (Fig. 8) to mateh a 50-Q re-
ceiver in put impedance?

(N,I Np) = ~(600Q 150Q) = 3.46:1

The secondary requires an inductive re-
actanee of 4x600 Q, or 2,400 Q. To obtain
this inductive reactance at the lowest
frequency of operation requires an induc-
tance of:

L= 2.400Q 10
6
= 721~H

2n530.000

Checking a table of powdered iron toroid
cores, it is Iound that the -15 (red/wht)
mixture will operate over the 0.1 to

to 500:
RCVR

)) ------
C{ c2"A Beverage Anlenna

(Za =600n)

940002 - 18

Fig. 8. Transformer coupling of 600-ohm
Beverage antenna to a sö-ohm receiver
input.

2 MHz region. Se1eeting a T-106-15
(red/wht) core gives us an AL value of
345. The number ofturns required to cre-
ate an inductance of 721 uH is:

L = 100 ~(7211 345) = 145 turns

The pr'imary winding must have:

Np = 145/3.46 = 42 turns.

Winding the conventional
transformer
When the windings of the conventional
transformer are equal, i.e., where the
tut-ns ratio is 1:1, it is universal practice
to wind the two coils in the bifilar man-
ner discussed above (see Fig. 6). A spe-
cial case of RF trans formers called
BALUN transformers (discussed below)
uses this manner of winding exclusively.
In cases where the windings are not
equal, as 1S often the case in conventional
transformers, there are three approach es
to winding the coi1s.Figure 9a shows an
RF transformer in which high impedance
(high-Z) and 10w impedanee (1ow-Z)
windings are used. The two different
styles of winding the coils are shown in
Figs. 9b and 9c. The method shown in
Fig. 9b keeps the primary and secondary
separated on the core. This method is
suitable for use in narrow bandwidth ap-
plications, for example in the tuning cir-
cuit of a radio receiver. The method in
Fig. 9c intersperses the turns ofthe low-
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high Z
winding

high Z

• •

o
tow z
winding

Fig. 9. a) two-wtndtnq RF transformer; b) separa ted windings; c) interleaved or bifilar
winding.

Z winding over 01' among the windings of
the high-Z winding. This method can be
used for narrow band 01' relatively wide-
band applications. But if the transformer
must be truly wideband, the best wind-
ing method is to wind the low-Z and
high-Z coils in the bifilar manner as far
as is needed to accornmodate the low-Z
winding. Starting from Olle point on the
core, the wires are kept bifilar until the
low-Z coil 1Scompleted, and then monofi-
l a.r the rest of the way until the high-Z
part is completed.

Connecting the
conventional transformer
in the circuit
A conventional RF transformer
schematic symbol may have small dots,
or some other deviee, to indicate the
sense of the windings. They ean also be
used to determine the phasing of the sig-
nal transmitted through the trans-
former. In Fig. 10a the same ends of
both windings are grounded, so the out-
put signal is in phase with the input sig-
nal. In Fig. lOb, on the other hand, the
opposite ends of the two windings are
grounded, so the output signal is 180 de-
grees out of phase with the 'input signal.

Autotransformers
An autotransformer differs from cou-
ventional transformers in that there is
only one winding, which is tapped to pro-
vide the two impedance levels needed.
Figure 11 shows the autota-ansformer in
two different eonneetion sehemes. The
eonnection scherne in Fig. 11a results in
an in-phase output signal, while that of

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS FEBRUARY 1994

Fig. 11b produces an out of phase signal
across the load.
Winding the autotransformer pro-

ceeds along the same lines as for a
straight ccil, except that the two sections
of the winding are broken at a poi nt to
create the tap. There are two sehemes
used in doing this job. In one method, the
entire winding is Olle continucus piece of
wire. A small loop is made at the tap, and
made available to the rest of the circuit.
The enameled insulation can be scrapped
away and the wire tinned wi th solder.
The other method, as shown in Fig. 12,
breaks the two sections into two discrete
windings, A-B and B-C. The connection

• I •
I
I
I
I
I

No Phase Reversal

• I •
I
I
I
I
I

Phase Reversal
940002 . 20

Fig. 10. Transformer connections: a) no
phase reversal; b) phase reversal.

®

" " "

9340002·2\

Fig. 11. Autotransformer connections: a) no
phase reversal; b) phase reversal.

at the junction is soldered for elecrncal
and mechanica l integrity. It is very im-
portant that the two windings maintain
the same sense. The A-B winding and B-
C windings must be wound in the same
dlrection. The starring turns ofboth see-
tions in Fig. 12 start in the same direc-
tion, as is needed to maint.ain the sense
of the coils.

A

e

Fig. 12. Wiring detail tor the auto-
transformer.

BALUNs,BAL-BALsand UN-
UNs
There is a speeial category of RF traue-
former that a re sometimes cal1ed trans-
mission line transformers. These
devices are available in sever-al different
configurations depending on the type of
load at each winding and tbe impedance
t'a tio. Tbe balun transformer gets its
name frorn BALanced·UNbalanced,
which descr-ibes the re1ationship between
the source and load types. In the balun,
one load will be unbalanced with respect
to ground (e.g. a coaxial cable from a
standerd 50-Q transmitter output), while
tbe other will be balaneed with respeet to
ground (e.g. a dipöle antenna). Amateur
radio operators and SWLs often use 1:1
irnpedance ratio balun transformers at
the feedpoint of dipole and other bal-
aneed antennas because it ensures that
the pattern is a more nearly ideal bidi-
rectional 'figure-S'. Other eommon balun
devices are available in 4:1 impedance
rattos. These devices ean be used to
match the feedpoint impedances of high
impedance antennas such as the G5RV,
the folded dipole, or the lang wire.
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Books from Elektor Electronics (Publishing)

The following books are currently available:
30 I Circuits f9·95
302 Circuits f9·95
303 Circuits fl0·95
304 Circuits fl2·95
305 Circuitst f14·95
SMT Projects f 9·95
Microprocessor Data Book flO·95
Data Sheet Book 2 f9·95
Data Book 3: Peripheral Chips flO·95
Data Book 4: Peripheral Chips E 10·95
Dara Book5: Application Notes flO·95

see orderform on p. 71) or direct from our Dorchester
office (private customers only*) on the order form on
page7l.
* Orders other than from private customers, for instance,
bookshops, schools, colleges, should be sent to

$14.50
$14.50
$17.90
$23.95
$27.70
$ 14.50
$19.90
$18.50
$19.95
$19.95
$19.95

GazeUe Book Services Ud
Falcon House
Queen Square

Lancaster LAIIRN
England

Telephone (0524) 68765; Fax (0524) 63232

The books may be obtained from bookshops*, Old Colony
Sound Lab (USA and Canadian readers only-for address,

Figure 13 shows the two most COID-
mon forme of voltage balun transformer.
In the 1:1 irnpedance ratio version shown
in Fig. 13a there are three bifilar wind-
ings on the same core, while in the 4:1
impedance ratio version of Fig. l3b
there are tWQ bifilar windings. In both
cases, the sense of the windings are very
important, and must be scrupulously ob-
served.

® ""1>0,,",'"., . , .,, , ,, , ,, , ,

"I.nced
13411II02_23

Fig. 13. a) 1:1 BALUN transformer; b) 4:1
BALUN transformer.

A pair of RF transformers are shown
in Fig. 14. Although the transformer of
Fig. 14a is usually called a 1:1 balun
transformer in the literature, it is not
technically in that category. Instead, it is
an RF Isolation transformer. It does
serve the function of converting the bal-
anced load to an unbalanced form that 15
compatibJe with the unbalanced inpu t.
The transformer shown in Fig. 14b 1S

a bal-bal in that it has a balanced load at
both ends. The impedance ratio of this
transformer is 4:1. It can be used to COD-

Material type Colour code

41
3
15
1
2
6
10
12
o

green
grey
red/white
blue
red
yellow
black
green/white
tan

75
35
25
20
10
8
6
3
1

Frequency (MHzl

0.05 - 0.5
0.1 - 2
0.5 - 5
1 - 30
10 - 90
60 - 150
100 - 200
150-300

Table 5. Properties of powdered iran co re types.

..•~'-_.0tJ..,....."'OQ]'"'. :~- " ......
~: " R: .~

---- '"
93"'00'·"

Fig. 14. a)
transformer;
transformer .

RF isolation 'pseudo-BALUN'
b) 4:1 current BAL-BAL

vert high impedance antenna feedpoints
to a lower impedance while retaining the
balanced feature. It 15 also occasionally
used in RF power amplifier circuits. This
circuit actually consists of two tr ans-
formers connected together.
The circuit shown in Fig. 15 is an un-

un transformer, i.e., it has an unbal-
anced load at both ends. This device is
actuallya pair of 4:1 transformers in cas-

'" r.a
unbolanClH!

""

~J'OOO2. 25

Fig.15. 16:1 UN-UN RF transformer.

cade, resulting in a 16:1 impedance ratio.
One use for this transformer 1S to convert
extremely low impedances to 50 n, as
might be seen in RF power amplifiers or
in vertical antennas in some installation
situations. An exarnple might be the 3 to
4-0. base impedance in a bipolar transie-
tor RF power amplifier circu it. In order
to match the 50-0. input impedance ofthe
system, the 16:1 un-u n transformer of
Fig. 15 can be used. •
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80C535 SINGLE-BOARD
COMPUTER

Versatile and easy to build, the single-board
computer described here is packed with
goodies for the many microcontroller
enthusiasts among you: ROM, RAM, a powerful 80C535 CPU,
110 ports, an ADC and an RS232 interface, all on an extremely
compact board. The hardware is complemented bya monitor
program in EPROM which allows you to use your PC to
communicate with the 80C535. What's more, a short 80C535
programming course will be started next month.

Design by Dr. M. Ohsmann

As you can see Irorn the above pho-
tograph, the printed circutt board

designed Ior the 80C535 computer has
been layed out wtth 'cormectlvity in
mind. All essential connecuons of the
microcontroller are accessible via box-
headers fitted at the edges of the
board. The computer is 'ready to go
with the EMON51 rnonttor EPROM
(Ref. J) fitted in the ROM socket. and
is fully compatible wtt h all
8051/80C32 programs. The 80C535
computer has an on-board 'RxD/TxD
only RS232 interface, wluch ts easily
connected to a pe running a commu-
ntcatton program. or the V24 program
downloader found on the 8051/8032
assembler course diskette. The RS232
Interface on Lhe present board has its

own symmetrical vottage converter.
Apart Irom 32 KBytes of ROM and

RAM. the board contains eight ana-
logue stgnal inputs with aresolution of
up to 10 bits. The ADC which reads
the analogue stgnal levels is contained
in the SAB80C535 microcontroller.
The SAB80C535 from Siemens Is an
upgrade of lhe Intel 8051. to which it
is fully software compatible.
Consequently. those of you who have
already done some 8051 programming
can 'upgrade to the 80C535 withoul
problems. Note. however. that the
80C535 has quite a few extra features
with regard to the 8051. These Iea-

MAIN SPECIFICATIONS

Hardware:
• Compact board (115 x 68 mm)
• Powerful 80C535 microcontroller
• 32 KByte CMOS static RAM
• 32 KByte EPROM
• RS232 interface
• All CPU port and control lines accessible via connectors
• External on/off contral for on-board EPROM and RAM

Software:
• Compatible with 8051 assembler EASM51
• Compatible with 8051 system monitor EMON51
• Capable of stand alone RS232 operation
• Assembler course follow-up
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tures are the subject of a short course
on 80C535 hardware and software to
be started in next month's issue of this
magazine.

Lots of port lines
The circuit diagram of the 80C535
computer, Fig. 1. is basically a stan-
dard application of the 80C535 micro-
controller. All port and control lines of
the microcontraller, IC6• are taken out
to ptns on connectors KI through Ks.
To avoid confusron between the pin

numbers and theu- actual posittons.
Fig. 2 shows lhe pin arrangemen l of a
lO-way boxheader as used on the
board.
The circun ts only suitable for the

CMOS SAB80C535 microcontroller,
not for the standard N-MOS version
80535, which will be damaged 'beyond
repair when frtted because it has dif-
ferent Iuncttons for pins 4 and 37.
Don't da it!
The address latch is forrned by IC4.

a 74HC573, whose outputs supply the
erght lewer-erder address bits AO

80C535 COMPUTER

through A7. wh ich are externally ac-
cessible via connectar KI. The read-
only and read/wrtte memory areas on
the board are realized by a 32-KByte
EPROM, IC3, and a 32-KByte CMOS
RAM. ICI. respectively. The address
decoding may strtke you as unusual. A
simple address decoder based on a
four-foId NANDType 74I-ICOOis used
to divide the memory into four seg-
ments of 16 KByte each. Just like all
processors in the 8051 sertes, the
80C535 is capable of addressing
64 KEytes of program memory (also

c e c c es cr r cra +a • ~"
ii~O)l IC2 l' IC' T'c c c 0

3 r-;-o 1, a 36 3S 'P ''', 0f ''', '00
BOC535 0 c Bottom View o c tov

'"67 66 38 37 s
0 c 0 0 0 ", ,65 66 ~o 3\1 0 K20 0 c 0
"M 42 41 ... '" •0 0 0 0 IC2 = 74HCOO '" tu61 62 59 57 S5 S3 51 49 47 4S 43
0 0 0 c c 0 c 0 0 0 0

'" ,50 58 56 54 52 50 48 46 44
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,~,

5V$ '" • "'-'
a

sv + 5V(f

~14
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f>4.2 ro.a " ." '" r .. " " , " "

, "" "" '" ", P4.3 s
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5V$

~ RESET VAGNO " VAGND ee , ... ,
MAX232N ...I. I"- """ " VS5 EA

~~~ 5
tev VAGNO a '" •ca-

as " tt ,
RESET 4 ) C

, "fo0" '!~'~~
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c:....: "fo 0 '~
;P
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the 80C535 computer.
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COMPUTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS

called 'code' memory) and 64 Kbytes of
data memory (also called 'extern al
mernory'). Access to the code memory
is stgnalled by a low level on the PSEN
line, while access to the data memory
is marked by either RD or WR going
low. The combination of legte signals
in IC2 results in a physical address as-
slgnrnent as gtven in Table 1. This
particular memory division was cho-
sen to allow the EMON51 system mon-
itor EPROM(Ref. 1) to be used without
problems. EMON51 expects RAM from
address 4000H onwards.
The RAM and EPROM ICs on the

board may be disabled by applying a

K2...K7

~1 o 0 2

3 00 4

5 00 6

7 o 0 8

9 00 10

924046 - 12

Fig.2. Pin locations on the 10-way boxhead-
ers used to hook up extension clrcuits to the
80C535 board.

~o

Fig. 3a. Track layouts of the double-slded through-plated printed circuit board.

low level to the DIS pin on connector
Kt. If this pin is not connected, the
80C535 uses the on-board EPROM
and RAM.The orr/off control over the
on-board memory is provided to enable
the computer to be equipped with an
extern al EEPROM, or a RAM with bat-
tery back-up. Alternatively, this fea-
ture may be used when controlling
rnemory-rnapped inputyoutput de-
vices.
To make sure that the RS232 inter-

face works with all PCs, the 80C535
board contains the well-known
MAX232 RS232 serial line driver /re-
ceiver with an on-chtp symmetrical
voltage converter.
The microcontroller operates at a

clock of 12 MHz to make sure that it
can run all time-critical programs con-
tained in the 8051 assembler language
course.
Although the power-on RESET sig-

nal furntshed by R2, R3 and Cs will be
perfectly adequate for many extension
and application ctrcutts connected to
the 80C535 computer, there may be
applications, such as systems with a
battery-backup RAM, where the timing
of the reset stgnal is unsuitable. In
these cases, it is suggested to omit Cs
and R2, and have the reset signal gen-
erated by a special ICwith a watchdog,
for example, the MAX690. If used, the
external reset controller is connected
to pin 4 of Kt.

Jumpers
The board contains four jumpers,
whose function is discussed below.
Jumper JPj allows the input of the

serial interface contained in the
80C535 to be connected to the output
of driver IC5. Obviously, this jumper
has to be fitted tf you want to commu-
nicate with the board via RS232 ustng
the V24 program download utility on
your PC. The jumper is omitted only if
the board is connected to a computer
or terminal which suppliesTTL (0/5 V)
stgnals, which are then fed directly to
the P3.0 (RxD) input of the micro-
processor. This line is also accessible

Code memory access:
OOOOH'-'3FF'FH -- . EPROM-OOÖOH - 3FFFH . -

4000H ·7FFFH RAM OOOOH ·3FFFH
8000H . BFFFH EPROM 4000H ·7FFFH
COOOH . FFFFH RAM 4000H . 7FFFH

Oata .memory access:
OOOOH . 3FFFH
4000H ·7FFFH RAM OOOOH ·3FFFH
8000H . BFFFH

COOOH . FFFFH RAM 4000H . 7FFFH

Table 1. EPROM/RAM memory division.
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Fig.4. SAB80C535 internal architecture (courtesy Siemens Components).

PortO

Port 1

Port 2

Port 3

Port c

Port S

Fig.3b. Component mounting plan.
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80C535 COMPUTER

80C535 HIGHLIGHTS
8051 software compatible

256-byte RAM
Three 16-bit timers
Eight analogue inputs

A-D converter with s-btr resolution
(10-bit via software I

Baudrate generator for 4,800 or 9,600
baud at 12 MHz clock

Four 12-bit capture/compare registers
12 interrupts with four priority levels

Watchdog timer
Two extra 8-bit 1/0 ports

Power-down and idle müdes

via pin 3 of connector K3.
The ADC contained in the 80C535

must be provided with a reference volt-
age, for which the VAREF and VAGND
pins are available on the processor. If
jumpers JP3 and JP4 are fitted. the ref-
eren ce is forrned by the 5-V supply
voltage, which will be sufficiently accu-
rate for most simple applications. For
measurements that require "the last
bit of digital preciston' to be squeezed
out it is recommended La use an exter-
nal reference source. If thts Is used.
amit jumpers JP3 and JP4, and con-
nect the external reference to pins 7
and 9 on connector K.t. As a matter of
course, stay within the limits specified

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
Rl;R2 = 10kQ
R3 = lkQ

Capacitors:
Cl-C5 = 10~F 16V radial
C6;C7 = 22pF
C8 = lflF 10V radial
C9 = 10flF 10V radial
Cl0-C14 = 100nF

Semiconductors:
ICl =62256-10
IC2 = 74HCOO
IC3 = 27C256 (EMON51 EPROM, order
code 1661; see page 701
IC4 = 74HC573
IC5 = MAX232N (Maxim lnc.)
IC6 = SAB80C535 (Siemens
Components)

Miscellaneous:
K1 = 20-way boxheader
K2-K8 = 10-way boxheader
S 1 = press-key, make contact
Xl = 12MHz quartz erystal
Prinled cireuit board 924046 (see page
701



COMPUTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS

Jumper
jP1
jP2
jP3
jP4

Jumper fitted
V24 \0 80C535 RxD
Powerdown enabled

VAREF to +5V
VAGND to GND

Jumper not fitted
externe! TTL RxD signal via K3 pin 3

external, HIGH: Powerdown not allowed

external reference via K3 pin 7
external analogue ground via K3 pin 9

Table 2. Jumper functions.

09 (025)

80C535N

--{> PC

K4

, 0 c»'---I--,
a 0
o
o ol-''---f-f--J

6 0

o ,
o

RESET

924046 - 13

Fig. 5. Serial interface connection to the PC's RS232 port.

.15Ve po~
+-- "

P,tl"K6

':00 a ANO P~~,AN' "
5 AN'6AN' P,1i7 AN' 5k

8 AN5 I
9 AN6 P'~2 ~ 10AN7 se

piL"
P61i"

+--.... P~"
924046 - 14

Fig.6. Eight analogue voltages connected to the computer's analogue inputs, POthrough P7.
Turn the pots to check out the operation of the test program given in Fig. 7.

Ior the external reference voltage.
VAREF, Ior instance, must be within
5% of the supply voltage, while VAGND
may not deviate more than 0.2 V from
the ground potential. Also. the ana-
logue input signal levels may not ex-
ceed the limits set by VAGND and
VAREF by more than 0.2 V. This re-
strtcücn ts necessary to avotd exces-
sive currents Ilowtng in the input
lines. In most cases. VAGND is best
connected to the analogue ground of
the external cqutpment. which is con-
nected to the digital ground at a suit-
able point. VAREF ts connected to the
positive terminal of the extern al volt-
age source used.
Jumper JP2' finally, controls the

power-down and idle modes of the mi-
crocontrollcr. If JP2 is fitted, the PE
Input of the 80C535 is held Iow. which
means that the power-down anel idle
modes may be controlled via software.
T'h is feature is effectively disabled If
JP2 is not fltted. Disabling the software
power-down and idle modes may be re-
quired in no-break systems where the
clock and timer must run at all ttmes.
The jumper functions are summa-

rtzed in Table 2.

Construction
The artwork for the printed circuit
board is gtven in Fig. 3. The board ts
double-sided. through-plated. and
available ready-made through the
Readers Services. As you can see from
the component overIay. the board ts
pretty densely populated. so take your
time fitting the components. and sol-
der very accurately using a low-power
solder iron wtth a fine üp. It is recom-
mended to use good quality rc sockets.
If it is interided to fit the controller

board on to another board, the box-
headers may be replaced by double-
row pinheaders fitted at the solder
side.
As alreaely mentioned, Cs and R2

must be omitted tf an external reset
control1er is used.

Compatible!
You can start working with t he
80C535 board stratgh t away if you
have the EMON51 monitor EPROM fit-
ted in position IC3. The link wtth the
RS232 port on the PC is shown
schematically in Fig. 5. The pin num-
bers in brackets refer to a 25-way sub-
D connector. All jumpers are fitted on
the 80C535 computer board.
First start V24 on the PC. then

apply power to lhe 80C535 boat-d. The
systern monitor should report with the
welcome message on the pe after
pressing rcsct key S I. If not. you have
a faultfinding sesston ahead of you.
Pin 50 of the 80C535 should supply a
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****** E1ISM52
LINE LOC ""1 0000

2 0000
] 0000
4 0000
5 0000
6 0000
7 0000
8 0000
9 0000
10 0000
11 0000
12 0000
13 0000
14 0000
15 0000
16 0000
17 0000
18 0000
19 0050
20 0052
21 0054
22 0056
2] 00511
24 005C
25 005C
26 4100 so "27 4103 .n as
28 4105 " ao
29 4108 i a oa
30 410B ,. "31 4100 .. ro
32 HOF s-s oe
]] 4111 " "34 4114 ac DD
35 4117 " os
36 4119 s-s so
37 411B v s "]8 411E so D
39 4121 s s e a
40 4124 as "'" 4127 " sz
42 4129 " so
43 412B " ao
44 412E i a oa
45 4131 as se
46 4133 oa
47 4134 " "48 4136 "49 4137 as sa
50 4139 oe
51 413A ee ss
52 413C so or
53 413F ae e a
54 4142 " aa
55 4145 " se
56 4147 " ,.57 4149 " aü
58 414C i a oa
59 414F ae öA
60 4151 oa
61 4152 ae sa
62 4154 so "63 4157 n as

" 4159 " öA
65 415B " ao
66 415E i a oa
67 4161 so "68 4164 a i e s
69 4166 o a "70 4169
71 4169 00 OA

ao "B as
so s a

" s a
eu ao
n ao
OA 00

va 4180 ss ao

" 4183 ac sn
DD DA

74 4189
75 4189
76 4189
77 4189
78 4189
79 4199
90 4199
91 4189
92 4199
93 4189
84 4189
95 4189
96 4189
87 418C
89 419F

SYMBOLTABU
ACC : OOEO

AOOAT : 00D9
ADval : 0050
uve i :005A

OUTPUT :41lE
ccSTXT : 000 2
ccOIV :0053

ASSEMBLERLISTING (B535Pl) ******
T SOURCE

8-ehannel 11-0 canverter via V24

ADD
DPL

oe"
AOCON
1I00AT
OAPR

pL
qL

DRe
AOval OS
p os
q "PR0032 OS
uve i OS

69 [2] MAIN

" I10 [2] MLP
00 [2]

[LI
[LI'L I00 !2]

FD [2] BSY
[LI
(L I

00 [2]
88 [2] OUTPUT
52 (2]
53 [2]

[LI
[LI

52 [2]
00 [2]

r a I
[LI
('I
[LI
"I(LI
"I00 [2)

54 [2]
55 [2)

[LI
[LI

53 [2)
00 [2 J

t a I
(LI
t a I

80 [2]
t a I
(L I

05 [2]
00 [2]
83 [2 J

"I05 [2]

38 TXTO
as
ac

"""00
TXT1
TXT2

defi ne 80535 SFRs

EQU OEOH
EQU 082H
EQU 083H
EQU OD8H
EQU OD9H
EQU ODAH

calibration
'DU
,"U

constants
5000
ase

counter for ealibration factor
naminator of calibration tactor

s t e r t address in internal RAM
16 Bit measured AD_value
p=p1 multiplier (16 bit va Lue )
q=q1 divisor (16 b i t; value)
product ADVal*p (32 bit value)
result in mV=AOval*5000/256 (16 bit value)

program eear-t.s
s ta r t; repcr t;
transmit
wait for ASCII

at 4100H

cnar ec te r

define internal RAM

OSOH
a,
a,
a

ORG 4100H
MOV DPTR, ITXTO
ACALL STXT
MOV COMMAND,'ceGETC
LCALL MON
ANL 11,#7
ORL A,100010000B
MOV AOCON,A
MOV DAPR,lo
JB ADCON.4 ,BSY
MOV 11, AODAT
MOV 1I0va1+0,A
MOV AOval+1,/0
MOV DPTR, 'pI
MOV p+O,OPL
MOV p+l, DPH
MOV RO,;p
MOV Rl, IAoval
MOV COMMAND,#ccMUL
LCALL MON
MOV PRODJ2+0,@RO
INC RO
MOV PROOJ2+1,@RO
INC RO
MOV PROD32+2,@RO
INC RO
MOV PROD32+3,@RO
MOV DPTR, ~q1
MOV q+O ,DPL
MOV q+1,DPH
MOV RO,IPROD32
MOV Rl,#q
MOV COMMANO"ccDIV
LCALL MON
MOV Uval+0,@RO
INC Ra
MOV Uval+1,@RO
MOV DPTR, #TXTI
ACALL STXT
MOV RO, suve i
MOV COMMAND,'ccdR016;
LCALL MON
MOV DPTR, #TXT2
ACALL STXT
WMP MLP

eet.rect. channel number
set start AOC bit
set AD contral
start AO conversion from
ve i e until ready
tetch resu1t
store as 16 bit number

Ota5Volt

do output now
p:=pl (16 bit value)

compute ADva1*p

sava to PROOJ2 (J2 bit value)

; q '=ql

compute (ADval*p)/q (16 bit value)

store to uvar

transmi t t.axt;

output uve.i in mV decimal

transmi t text

OB 13,lO,'80C53S PROGRAM#l ',13,10,0

oa
D'

'U=' ,0
, mV' ,13,10,0

; I'unction codes tor MONITORcalls

@ROdecimal
tram V2~

ccSTXT ,"0 002H
ccdR016 ,"U 005H
ccGETC ,"0 010H
ccMUL LnU 052H
ecDIV ,"0 053H

COMMANDLnU 030H
MON ,"U 0200H

753002 [2) STXT
020200 (2)

"."L
DAPR

P
~!N
TXTO

ccdR016
COMMANO

MOVCOMMAND,#ccSTXT
WMP MON
LND

symbols) **********
,0082
: OODA
: 0052
: 4100
: 4169
: 0005
: 0030

DP"
pL
q

MLe
TXT1

ccGETC
MON

: 0083
: 1388
,0054
: 4105
: 4180
: 0010
: 0200

t.r ansmi t text
transmit 16 bit ve Lue
fetCh ASCII character

; MONITORcommand storage location
; MONITORentry eecrese

se t MONITOReommand
; jump to MONITOR

ADCON
qL

PROD32."
TX't2
ooMUL
STXT

: 00D8
: 0100
: 0056
: 4114
: 4183
:0052
: 4189

Fig,7, Example program that makes use of the analogue-to-digital converter contained in the
BOC535 microcontroller.
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80C535 COMPUTER I
clean ALEpulse. which can be verified
wi th the aid of an oscilloscope. If you
elo not see a stable reetangular wave
stgnal wtth 1TL swtng. the problem is
most likely caused by a faulty or other-
wise unsuitable quartz crystal.
Exchange the crystal and try agaln.
Next, check all address and data

lines für Signals which do not have a
TrL swing. If such a signal ts found. or
a more Cl' less stable level of 2.5 V wi th
respect to ground, you are probably
faced with a pair of data or address
lines whtch are short-ctrcutted by ex-
cess solder.
If the monitor reports okay on the

PC. you may download achunk of ob-
ject code. for mstance. one of the ex-
ample programs contained on th e
8051 assembler course diskette. In the
unlikely event of errors occurring.
these are probably caused by a faulty
RAM.IC,.
All programming features of the

80C535 are supported by the 8051 a.s-
sembler. EASM51. provided the "new'
special function registers of the
80C535 are properly defined using ap-
propriate EQU statements in the as-
sembler code.

A test application
The program Jisted in Fig. 7 enables
etght analogue voltages to be mea-
sured via the RS232 link with the PC.
The desired channel number (between
o and 7) is transmitted to the 80C535
board via the V24 utility (at 4.800
baud). The board returns the vertage
level in c1ecimalnotatton. The voltages
to be measured must lie between 0 and
+5 V. anel are connectecl to boxheader
K6 (see Fig. 6).
The A-lo-D conversion yrelds a digi-

tal value of 0 for an input vollage of
o V, and 255. for an input vollage of
4.98 V. The actual signal voltage, U, ts
therefore computed from

u ~measured value x 5 V / 256 M

This ts clone by the program. which for
convenience also handles the conver-
ston into millivolts (mV). The arith-
metic and number output subroutines
contained in EMON51are used for this
purpese. •

Reference:
I. 8051/8032 assernbler cout-se.
Eiektor Electronics February through
November 1992. Course disk and mon-
itor EPROMorder code: 1661 (see page
70).
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Across
1. Common collector
9. Renumber
10. Stereo
12. Inst
13. Dte-hard
14. FM
17. Gratis
18. Anathema
21. Filament
22. Litmus
24. RF
25. Off-days
27. Ecru
30. Ampere
31. Bachelor
33. Darlington patrs

Down
1. Carrtagc forward
2. Monostable
3. Ohms
4. Credit
5. LA
6. Ester
7. Tera
8. Root mean squares
11. Shunt
15. Film
16. VermicelH
19, Trim
20. Anode
23. Dynamo
26. Fermi
28. Spar
29. Chip
32. MG

Winners of the construction kits are:

Ist prize: P.B. Pinnell

2nd prize: S. Lewondowskt

3rd/4th/5th prizes:

COMPONENT RATINGS
In resistorand capacitor values, decimal points
and large nurnbers ofzeros are avoided wher-
ever possible. Small and Iarge values are usu-
ally abbreviated as foliows:

P (pico-)
n (nano-)
11 (micro-)
m (milli-)
k(kilo-)
M (mega-)
G (giga-)

= [Q-12

= 10-9
= 10-6
= 10-3
= 103
= 106
= 109

Note timt nano-farad (nF) is the inrernational
way ofwriting 1000 pF or 0.00 1 iJF.
Resistcrs are 1/3watt, 5% metal film types un-

N.L. Cunrungham
P.S. Mainwaring
W. Sykes

Winners of the book prizes are:
A.C. Arnold
J. Colt
Mark Latharn
Will Rimell
William Ritchie

All wtnners have been advised by letter.

LETTERS
Dear Editor-I know that a CGA card can
relatively simply be connected to a TV re-
ceiver. Is thts possible with a VGA card? I
have not been able to find any literature
on this.
J. Seott. Preston

The Une andfieldjrequencies used with a
CGA card are similar to those used in a TV
receiver. so that interfacing the two is, as
yousay. pretty straighiforward. This is, un-
jortunately, not the case with a VGA card,
The required interface would be quite com-
plex. We have not pubiistied. a designjor
this and, asjaras we know. neiLher haue
other amateur publications. There are com-
mercial units available. but these cost a
couple oJhundred pounds. [Editor]

Dear Editor-c-I would like to get same more
detailed information on the VHF /UHF
tuncr' (Oct/Nov J 993) as on the enclosed
sheet of paper.
S, Svenson. Stockholm

UnjorruIlaJeIy. nei1herour Design Department
nor the original lj'ree-lance) designer have
the time to go inio your request. TheyJeel.
however. that most ojthe iriformation you
seele is already contained in the arucie. We
trust that you will appreciate that with our
busy agenda ojgetting our magazine out
on time every month H- isJust impossible to

less otherwise specified.

Thedirect working voltage of capacitors (other
thanelectrolytieortantalum types) isassumed
to be 2:60 V. As a rule of thumb, a safe value
is abour 2x direct supply voltage,

Direct tesr voltages aremeasured with a 20 kQJV
meter unless otherwise specified.

Mains (power line) voltages are not listed in the
articles. It is assumed that our readers know
what voltage is standard in their parr of the
world.

Readers in countries that use 60 Hz supplies,
should note that ourcircuits are usually designed
for 50 Hz. This will not normally cause prob-
lems, although ifthe mains frequency is used

enter into individual correspondence on a
completed project. [Editor]

Dem- Editor-I work in an envtronment where
some equipment produces a fatrly high
steady frequency sound. Ihave read some-
where about 'anti sound apparatus. ls
such equipment available orcan tt be built
stmply? 1have in mind to destgn such a
untt wtth a microphone at one end and a
loudspeaker at the other. Can you offer any
suggestions?
F. Velsink. Holland

There does exist. anti-sound equipment.
butthis is quitE complex The complexily <1Iises
Jrom the fact that the sound to be eiimi-
nated must be rnonitored and anaLysed
constontly. 111eanti-sowld must be generated
dose to the source of tne olfending sound
by a number oJ poioerfui ioudspealcers.
TheJrequency and level of ttie anti-sound
must be adaptedconstantly to ensure that
the swn oJaLlthe sounds is as smaliasJea-
sibie.
Il is; therefore, notjust a question oj

pLacing a microphone near the source of
the oJfending signal andJeed back the
sound in anti-phase via a couple oJ loud-
speakers. All the time, the system rnust be
intelligent enough to detect how and to
what degree the anti-sound rnust be chw1ged
toJurther reduce the offending sound or at
least to keep il al a Iow 1euel.
AsJar we know, there are no DIYkitsJor

this type oJequipment. [Editor]

for synchronization, some modi fication may
be required.

The int.ernationallettersymbol' U' is used für
voltage insread of'the ambiguous 'V, The let-
ter V is reserved for 'volts'.

The size of a metric bolt or screw is defined
by the leuer M followed by a number corre-
sponding to the overall diameter ofthe thread
in nun, the X sign and the length ofthe bolt or
screw, also in mm. Forinstance, an M4x6 bolt
has a thread diameter of4 mrn and a length 01'
6 mm. Theoverall diarneter ofthe ihread in the
BA sizes is: 0 BA= 6.12111111;2 BA=4.78 nun;
4 BA = 3.68 mm; 6 BA = 2.85 mm; 8 BA =
2.25 111m.
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